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Patton
scrapping
funding plan
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — As part of his plan to revamp
higher education, Gov. Paul Patton wants to scrap a formula
used for 15 years to recommend funding levels for Kentucky's universities and community colleges.
Patton's advisers say the formula provides no motive for
schools to shift direction, avoid duplication, ax unproductive
programs, hold enrollments in check and cooperate or tie their
priorities to state needs.
In the bill being considered by lawmakers in a special session, Patton proposes using the formula one last time — to
bring all state schools close to the funding the formula says
they should get — then scrapping it.

Hunt wins way
into semifinals
of '97 regional
Page 8
BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8 Times photo

NATIONAL

PITCHING IN: Members of the 438th Military Police Company form a human chain to pass piles of paper to a

One killed
when balcony
collapses
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va.
(AP) — Mary Detmer had just
stepped onto her balcony overlooking the University of Virginia's graduation ceremonies
when she heard a cracking
noise and felt the wooden floor
suddenly drop about a foot.
"People screamed, and I
jumped back inside the door,"
she said. "It seemed like slow
motion, but it must have been
seconds before the floor
dropped again."
The balcony of the columned, red-brick building designed by Thomas Jefferson
gave way Sunday 15 minutes
before commencement got
underway at 10 a.m. on the
university's central lawn, killing
one person and injuring 18.
Those on the balcony of the
faculty home fell about 15 feet
onto a brick walkway. Many of
the injured had been standing
on the walkway beneath the
balcony.
Mary Jo Brashear of El
Paso, Texas, died in
emergency surgery at the University of Virginia Medical Center. She was attending the graduation of a grandchild and
was in her 70s.
The university said structural
damage appears to have been
the cause.
About 15 of Mrs. Detmer's
guests in the brick faculty
house had flocked to the far
corner of the balcony to look
down on the black-robed professors and graduates as they
lined up for the ceremony.
Mrs. Detmer, whose husband is a surgery professor,
saw three people jump over a
side railing to safety on an adjacent roof.
Most of the injuries involved
broken arms, legs and ankles.

WEATHER
Tonight...Evening showers
and thunderstorms likely.
Otherwise ... Cloudy and turning cooler overnight. Low in
the middle 50s. Southwest wind
10 to 20 mph becoming northwest. Chance of rain 70 percent.
Tuesday...Partly sunny and
mild. High around 70.
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truck for recycling during Make A Difference Day at Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday. The National Guard unit Is
based In Murray.

In its place, he proposes an array of investment and incentive funds designed to prod schools in the directions he wants
them to go.
The University of Kentucky and University of Louisville
would be rewarded for strengthening research. Regional uniIll See Page 2
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Baby will need open heart surgery
By KATY WALLS
Special to the Ledger
Imagine tiling to keep your infant from crying because it could
result in death. This is the life of
Patricia and Jimmy Kirksey of Murray.

JOHN KIRKSEY

Their4-month old son,John, was
born with a hole in his heart. He
suffers from Tetrology of Fallot,
which means in addition to the hole
between the pumping chambers of
his heart, the valve that runs from
one chamber to the lungs is not
opening and closing properly.
When baby John cries, he does not

Soon after, John was sent to
Kosair's Children's Hospital in
Louisville where the family has
spent much time in John's short life.
To correct his heart problem,John is
scheduled for open heart surgery in
late June. He will be at Kosair's
When John was born at the
about three weeks.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Although the family has insuron Jan. 10 of this year, they discovto cover medical expenses,
ance
ered a heart murmur but thought it
was not serious. The more serious they will have no income while John
problem was discovered at his two is in the hospital and will have to
week check-up with Dr. Joyce pay for their personal expenses such
as transportation, food and hotel in
Hughes.
. addition to their regular bills. The
"He turned blue in the office Ronald McDonald House, which
when he cried," said Wright.
usually houses parents ofchildren at

get enough oxygen. Those taking
care of John must keep him quiei
"He has gotten to where he
doesn't really cry," said his grandmother Patsy Wright."He just kind
of whimpers."

"This type of thing happens
every year. But until it hits close
to home, you really don't know
it's happened," Skinner
explained.
"There's probably not a lot we
can do for these two employees
because it's policy. We're looking to see if anything can be done
in the future."

MSU staff president

While a contract policy exists,
Skinner said the Staff Congress is
unsure where it originated.
"We need to look into what
other universities do in this situation," he said. "Is it a state law?
Is it an MSU law? That's something we really don't know. All
that we know is that anybody at
anytime can be let go. That's
kind of scary."
Herndon, a computer technician in the college of Journalism
and Mass Communication, said
the policy hinges on the state's
"at-will" status.

"If it's a state policy, there's
nothing we can do about it. But if
it's a Murray State policy, we can
II See Page 2

II See Page 2

By LAURA SKILLMAN
The Messenger-Inquirer

"This type of thing
happens every year. But
until it hits close to
home, you really don't
know it's happened."
Keith Skinner

"Kentucky is an at-will state,"
said Herndon. "This means that
all employees are at the will of
their supervisor if they work in a
state government institution."
The committee will explore
changing the policy, according to
Herndon.

A car wash to benefit John's
family is scheduled on Friday, May
23 at Hardee's in Murray. Also,

Tobacco
farmers
struggle
with rules

MSU staffers
researching
job contracts
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
After two long-time employees
were not retained by Murray
State University for the 1997-98
year, a staff committee has been
formed to research the school's
contract policies.
The committee was appointed
by MSU Staff Congress President
Keith Skinner last week.
Committee members include
chairman Larry Slinker, Pat Bray,
Mary Jo Wallace, Orville Herndon and Georgia Keel.
According to Skinner, the two
facilities management employees
did not receive an explanation for
the school's decision. All university staff positions are one-year
contracts which have to be renewed each summer.
"They (the university) do not
have to offer you a letter of employment," Skinner told the Ledger. "They can let you go without
giving a reason and there is no
appeal process or hearing. It
could be political or personal.
They don't have to explain
anything."
Skinner said the committee has
an obligation to study the
situation.

Kosair's, will be under renovation in
June.
"Little John has really stolen our
hearts here at LifeHouse," said
Angie Wyatt, LifeHouse director.
"It's so difficult to see a baby suffer.
We have been supporting the family
in any way we can. However, they
need help with their expenses during John's upcoming hospital stay
and, most of all, prayer."

A Good Fit
BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8 Times photo

Former Calloway County High School football coach Billy Mitchell
was presented a rocking chair during a reception Sunday honoring
his redrement. Mika Ryan (background) made the presentation..

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
With 115 acres of tobacco to
plant this spring, Paul and Stacy
Layman are out in the field every
chance they get.
They started April 24 and hope
to finish by June 10. The pace is
tough. With only the Laymans,
their two sons, and a nephew for
help, they have to get an early
start.
"As much as we have, we
have to start early," Paul Layman said.
The leaf is the Laymans' livelihood. Unlike most tobacco farmers who also grow grain or
raise livestock, tobacco is the
family's only source of income.
It's been good to them so far,
Paul Layman said. But he said he
can't help but worry about the
challenges facing cigarette makers and the tobacco industry.
Recently, cigarette makers
asked a federal appeals court to
reconsider a North Carolina
judge's ruling that the Food and
Drug Administration can regulate
tobacco; a Florida court ruled
that R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
was not liable for the lung-cancer
death of a lifelong smoker; and
talks aimed, at settling litigation
against cigarette makers by 28
states have gotten underway.
Still, farmers in Kentucky have
seen demand for the state's No. 1
cash crop reach record levels despite the controversy.
In the past two years, tobacco

See Page 3
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Court to rule on polygraph ban

II Patton...
FROM PAGE 1

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court today agreed to
decide whether bans on using liedetector test results as evidence
in criminal trials violate some defendants' rights.
Granting a Clinton administration appeal, the justices voted to
review the California case of a
court-martialed airman in which
the nation's highest military court
threw out such a flat ban as
unconstitutional.
Many state and federal &lams
have upheld similar bans on polygraph test results as evidence.
The justices' decision in the Air
Force case — expected sometime
in 1998 — could affect all civilian courts as well.
Edward G. Scheffer was stationed at March Air Force Base
in California when in 1992 he

•Baby•••
FROM PAGE 1
donation cans have been placed at
area businesses. An account to
which donations can be sent will be
opened at Peoples First in Murray.
The account will be under "Patsy
Wright (special account for John
K irkseyr
John's mother, Patricia Wright
Kirksey is a 1995 graduate of
Murray High School. His father,
Jimmy Kirksey, attended Calloway
County High School. John is the
grandson of Patsy Wright and Louis
Lyons of Murray.

was court-martialed on charges of
writing $3,300 worth of bad
checks, using methamphetamine
and being absent without leave
for 13 days.
Shortly before his legal troubles began. Scheffer had agreed
to take a lie-detector test and denied using drugs while in the military. The polygraph charts indicated he answered truthfully.
A urine test indicated use of
methamphetamine.
Scheffer's request to use the
lie-detector test result as evidence
at his trial was denied. A military
rule, signed by President Clinton
in 1991, forbids any reference to
lie-detector tests in criminal
trials.
The Supreme Court last year
rejected a soldier's challenge to
that rule.
After Scheffer was convicted
and sentenced to a bad-conduct
discharge and 30 months in
prison, the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Armed Forces ruled that
his request to use the lie-detector
test as evidence should not automatically have been denied.
The rule imposing a flat ban
violated his "right to present a
defense because it compelled the
military judge to exclude relevant, material and favorable evidence," the military appeals
court ruled by a 3-2 vote last
September.
It ordered the military judge to
decide whether the particular evidence Scheffer sought to use is
admissible, and if so to set aside
Scheffer's conviction and

•MSU...
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sentence.
The ruling left the trial judge
free, however, to rule that the
evidence is inadmissible. The
judge would have to list the reasons and an appeal would have to
be allowed, the appeals court
said.
In the appeal acted on today,
Justice Department lawyers
argued that the military court's
ruling "conflicts with judgments
of state and federal courts, which
have consistently upheld the constitutionality of rules precluding
polygraph evidence from criminal
trials."
But two federal appeals courts
have ruled recently that flat bans
on lie-detector test evidence violate fair-trial rights.
In January, the 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled that a decision whether to admit such evidence in a case should be left to
the trial judge. The 9th Circuit
encompasses Alaska, Arizona,
California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon and
Washington.
The 5th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals reached the same conclusion in a ruling that is binding
on federal trial courts in Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas.
The case acted on today is U.S.
vs. Scheffer, 96-1133.

YMCA DAY CAMP
begins June 2, 1997

Includes field trips & swimming
__,To register your child V
or obtain into cell
;
.753-429
_ _5 YMCA
.I„,

1510 Chestnut St, Murray

GENERAL • MICHELIN
Open Saturdays Until Noon

Holland Me Co.
East Main • 753-5606
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explore a change. What we're going to do is look at the policy to
see what we can do."
The committee's first course of
action was a meeting with MSU
Human Resources Director Joyce
Gordon last week.
According to Gordon, the
meeting served as an
information-gathering tool for the
committee.
"Basically, we talked about the
university and state laws and how
they apply to Murray State University," she said.
The laws, Gordon said, were
made for a purpose.
"The university can determine,
for various reasons, not to renew
a contract," Gordon noted. "One
reason for the policy is so the
employee is not locked in. If they
find a job that pays more money,
they're not obligated to sign
another contract."
Gordon claims the school's
contract renewal decisions are not
always based on performance.
"This usually happens based on
the budget," she said.
Skinner said the university's
decision has created two open
spots in facilities management.
"It is my understanding that
the university plans to seek replacements for these positions,"
he said.

FIRESTONE • BF GOODRICH

SUBSCRIBE

versities would be rewarded for
shifting money from unproductive to promising programs. And
the community colleges and technical schools would benefit from
teaming up to improve access and
work-force training.
No one who is familiar with
the history of Kentucky's funding
formula seems to dispute that it is
better than what went on before:
a biennial free-for-all in which
politics, rather than educational
needs, determined the amount
that each school received.
But the governor's advisers say
it has outlived its usefulness.
The rallying cry for those who
shaped the new formula in 1982
was "common funding for corn:
m,on activities," said Ken
Walker, the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education's deputy director for finance. That may sound
like simple fairness, he said, but
"it encourages everybody to be
more alike than different."
The upshot was that, despite
differences in their missions, the
formula gave UK, UoiL and Kentucky's regional universities the
same financial incentives to expand undergraduate training or to
conduct research.
The formula takes into account
a university's academic, service
and research activities, along
with data about what schools in
neighboring states require financially to do the same sorts of
things. It determines what it will
cost to support everything a Kentucky university does at the same
rates that prevail at comparable

schools elsewhere.
With its appearance of impartiality, the formula proved popular with legislators, said Harry
Snyder, former executive director
of the Council on Higher Education. But add up the numbers it
generates and you see the problem that has undermined the formula's credibility: The total has
always been more than the legislature could pay — or was willing to.
The formula has been funded
at a high of 88 percent, in
1987-88, and a low of 72 percent,
in 1993-94. To deal with the
shortfalls, the council allots some
money to across-the-board increases for all schools and some
"equity" increases for schools in
the worst financial shape.
Since 1995, the state has experimented with "performance
funding," in which some money
is linked to performance of prescribed goals in undergraduate instruction and other areas.
But performance funding
doesn't amount to much. Walker
said university presidents made
sure little money was recommended for it, and the legislature
gave it even less than that — about one-half of 1 percent of the
annual higher education appropriation of more than $700 million.
Overall, the funding formula
has "served the higher education
community well, in terms of
keeping down most of the ...
fights," said Eastern Kentucky
University President Hanly
Funderburk.
But part of the price of peace
has been undirected growth, Cox

said.
In Patton's plan, he asks that
universities and the community
college system receive at least 95
percent of the funding called for
by the formula.
The schools that already get
that — UK, Uoll. and Murray
State — would get 3 percent increases next fiscal year. UofL
would get an additional $2 million annually to redress what Patton calls past inequities in research funding.
Patton wants to leave the details of future funding policies to
a new Council on Postsecondary
Education, and take the university presidents out of it — although their requests would still
be heard.
In Patton's plan, technical
schools would be placed under
the same funding mechanism as
the rest of the post-secondary
system. Community colleges
would be funded individually —
instead of sharing a single appropriation, as happens now.
Aims McGuinness, a Coloradobased consultant who advises
Patton on higher education, said
the incentive funds would become schools' main means of
getting more state money. Adjustments would also be made for inflation and substantial enrollment
growth, McGuinness said.
But schools would not be pitted against each other in the
quest for incentive money. Such
money would be available to
each regional university in an
amount proportional to its state
appropriation.

Astronomers gain clues on cosmic bursts
NEW YORK (AP) — Topsecret military satellites first detected them 30 years ago — powerful bursts of energy that lit up
the sky, shining like beacons for
a few moments before mysteriously disappearing.
Nobody knew what they were.
For a few years, the government
tried to keep them secret. Some
suggested that the bursts, invisible to the naked eye, were signals
from distant civilizations.
This is not the plot of next
week's "X-Files."
It is the history of gamma ray
bursts, brief flashes of radiation
billions of times brighter than the
sun that could unlock basic mysteries like the age, size and fate
of the universe.
For more than 25 years the
gamma ray bursts have vexed
astronomers, unpredictably popping into and out of existence
like the Cheshire cat's smile, almost always outshining every
other object in the sky.
Until this month, that was about all anybody could say about
them.
But after a quarter-century of
head scratching, California Institute of Technology agtronomers
have finally brought some hard
facts to bear on the bursts. In a
brief distributed by the Interna-

What better person to trust with your lending
needs than a Murray State University Finance
graduate? Growing up in Murray has
provided Bryan with a unique opportunity to
develop strong personal and professional
relationships with many members of the
community. And, as a Murray native he
appreciates the community's desire to bank
with someone they know and trust.
So, although Bryan's a little partial to jet skis,
he'll work hard to help you realize your
dreams too -- whether it's a car, a boat or
even a college education. And, if by chance
you've had your eye on a jet ski or two, see
Bryan. You might just get a hint on the best

tional Astronomical Union on
May 11, Cal Tech researchers
showed that at least one gamma
ray burst was much too distant to
have originated within our
galaxy.
"We finally caught one," said
Cal Tech astronomy professor
Mark Metzger. "Now that we've
pinpointed the distance, things
can progress forward."
By combining observations
made with a host of instruments
over several days, the 10 astronomers demonstrated that a
gamma ray burst seen May 8 was
at least 7 billion light-years distant. That's quite a distance considering the the entire universe is
about 15 billion light-years
across.
"This is a real breakthrough,"
said NASA astronomer Gerald
Fishman. "It sort of opens a new
era."
The details are somewhat difficult to understand, but the implications could be immense.
Before the bursts answer any
questions about the universe,
astronomers will first have to figure out what's making the gamma
rays burst. It's likely that the
bursts have something to do with
the most massive celestial objects
around — neutron stars and black
holes.
For example, some theorists
have proposed that gamma ray
bursts are produced when two
dense neutron stars smash into
one another, releasing as much
energy in a few seconds as the
sun will during its entire lifetime.
Or perhaps they're created when
a massive black hole swallows up

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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3-2-0
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0-5-0-5
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a neutron star.
Then again, gamma ray bursts
could come from some exotic
cosmic phenomenon nobody
knows about yet.
"This might be something really spectacular, something really
new," said Bohdan Paczynski, a
Princeton University astrophysicist and one of the leaders in the
field.
The Cal Tech research
wouldn't have been possible
without BeppoSAX, a European
satellite with X-ray and gamma
ray detectors. BeppoSAX can
pick up the bursts and it radios
their precise locations to Earth.
Astronomers can then look for
visible objects at the same spots.
"I was pretty thrilled, but at
the same time eager," Metzger
said. "We should understand
even the physical mechanism
pretty soon."

Visitor's center
to allow head-on
view of crater
VANCOUVER, Wash.(AP) —
Ever since Mount St. Helens
blew its top, visitors have craved
a straight-on view into the crater.
Now it's available, weather
permitting.
The gaping maw, more than
the wide-screen movie or the
other geological gee-wizardry, is
the star attraction at a $10.5 million visitor center built into a
ridge next to the volcano. The
Johnston Ridge Observatory
opens this weekend, 17 years after the volcano's deadly eruption
on May 18, 1980.
"It brings the volcano up
close," said Norm Banks, a U.S.
Geological Survey volcanologist.
The observatory, run by the
U.S. Forest Service, offers an introduction to the biological recovery taking place in the
110,000-acre Mount St. Helens
National Volcanic Monument.
"For me, personally, this is a
great place to look out over the
landscape and see what is happening," said Peter Frenzen,
chief monument scientist.

Beware Of The Bait And Switch.
Others are known
to play games from time to time...
Don't Bo A Pawn In Their Game!
VISIT US...
(It's simply a matter of trust)

place to ride the waves.
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FROM PAGE 1
quotas — the amount of tobacco
farmers are allowed to grow
under the federal tobacco program — have increase by 26 percent. And last year, farmers even
fell short of the amount they
could grow by about 200 million
pounds because of plant diseases,
labor shortages and a lack of barn
space.

plans to continue growing it for a
long time.
"Tobacco's been good to me,
and I'm trying to grow, maybe
for my boys," he said.
He said he doesn't have the
land or the equipment necessary
to grow grain, so he depends on
tobacco's survival.
He and his family have tried to
put aside their worries about the
lawsuits and are focusing instead
The Laymans grew 85 acres of on trying to plant their fields.
But he said the uncertainty abtobacco last year. They own 23
acres near Panther and lease or out the future of tobacco as a
grow most of the tobacco on a crop has stopped some farmers
share basis from people who have from investing more in their
farms. They shouldn't give up, he
tobacco quotas.
With the quota increases, their said.
"(Anti-smoking groups) might
work has increased, and Paul
Layman has added landlords. The not want to hear it, but tobacco is
work is hard and surrounded by going to be here," Paul Layman
controversy now, but he said he said. "There's a lot of tax dollars
likes growing tobacco and, at 38, from tobacco."

U of L president supports
Patton's higher ed plan
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
University of Louisville President
John Shumaker has put his school
firmly in Gov. Paul Patton's good
graces, and positioned it to benefit if the governor's higher education proposals become law.
Shumaker has worked hard to
dampen any appearance he is engaged in a crude grab for a bigger
slice of pie as he supports Patton's effort to revamp higher education. Shumaker likes to say that
UofL merely aspires to its proper
place in the higher education
structure that best serves
Kentucky.
"We're not trying to protect
turf or get everything for
ourselves," Shumaker said. "I
think he (the governor) probably
likes that."
Just now, Patton doesn't want
to say how much he likes it. Last
week, with anxiety running high
over a University of Kentuckyinspired attempt to scuttle part of
the plan, Patton aide Ed Ford said
the governor would not comment
on Shumaker's eagerness to
cooperate, or on the contrast with
UK.
But Patton made it clear how
he feels about Shumaker's support early last month, when he interrupted a day off with his
grandchildren to accept Shumaker's invitation to a UofL
Founders' Day dinner.
There, Patton warmly endorsed

Shumaker's desire for stronger
doctoral and research programs
and pledged to seek the extra
state money — about $250 million over a decade or more —
that Shumaker says he'll need.
Later, Patton agreed with him
that UofL has for years gotten
less state money than its research
mission warrants. To make
amends, Patton recommended as
part of his higher-education bill
an extra $2 million annually for
UofL, which would bring the
school's base funding to $154
million a year.
Senate Democratic Leader David Karem of Louisville, a onetime skeptic about Shumaker's
fitness for political maneuvering,
says Shumaker's recent performance has won him over.
Karem said Shumaker followed
his advice to cast UofL as a willing participant in give-and-take
over the governor's plan.
"This is what the hell Charlie
Wethington should have done
too, and it could have been a
win-win for the whole state,"
Karem said.
Instead, Wethington — UK's
president — let UK's desire to
hold on to its community colleges
blight that opportunity, Karem
said.
UK spokesman Bernie Vonderheide was asked if he or
Wethington would comment for
the story, but neither responded.

By DUNCAN MANSFIELD
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
reports a $6 million net loss in
the second quarter, putting the
nation's largest power producer
$70 million in the red so far this
fiscal year.
It marks the fourth consecutive
quarter in which TVA has reported a net loss, though the
agency still ended fiscal 1996
with $61 million in the black.
TVA, which provides electricity to nearly 8 million people in
seven southeastern states, blamed
the mild winter and the added expense of bringing two nuclear
reactors on line.
Operating revenues dropped 7
percent to $1.38 billion for the
quarter ending March 31, compared to the previous year. They
were down 4 percent to $2.7 billion for the first six months,
which began Oct. 1.
Power sales declined 1 percent
to 68.4 billion kilowatt hours for
the year to date.
But cash flow is stronger —
because of those added reactors
at Watts Bar and Browns Ferry
— and TVA is taking steps to cut
costs, such as trimming its vehicle fleet, TVA Chairman Craven
Crowell said.
Still, activist Stephen Smith of
the Tennessee Valley Energy Reform Coalition said, "It has got

to be a concern to ratepayers."
TVA is nearing the final
months of a 10-year commitment
to steady electric rates.
"What you look at, particularly in TVA's case, is the end of
the year," agency spokesman
Frank Cason said Wednesday. "It
doesn't make any difference as
long as you are meeting cash
flow and paying the bills.
"If we were worried about our
stock price, it might be
different."
TVA is not an investor-owned
utility that must produce quarterly dividends to satisfy
shareholders.
A government agency, TVA
sells bonds that require scheduled
interest payments. TVA anticipates it won't add to its debt load
— now at $27 billion — for the
film time in 35 years this year.
Smith agreed the bottom line is
the end of the year. "I think,
though, that four quarters makes
a year," he said.
"They didn't lose money last
year and the reason was because
they made a little money in the
first two quarters. My sense is
that they have quite a deficit to
make up."
TVA's quarterly results over
the past five years show the
agency has reported at least one
quarterly loss every year except
for fiscal 1993, and still always
ended in the black.

Officials at Charter were not
available for comment.
Orazine said it costs the fiscal
court $100 per youth a day to
house them in other counties'
juvenile facilities. Last month,
the cost for housing the youths in
other detention facilities climbed
to $61,000.
McCracken County has been
grappling with where to house its
youthful offenders since the state
shut down its juvenile facility in
the basement of Paducah's City
Hall last month for violating the
24-hour holding period. The
county tried to get around the
24-hour rule by keeping the
youths locked up overnight, then
allowing them to leave and go to
school during the day.

Th

Holland Motor Saks
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461
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On Auto Insurance
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Agent
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Main Street, Murray
502-753-0489

Back Pain ? Headaches ?
Neck Pain ?
Care Can Help
Can 759-8000 for an Appointment
Let me help you through chiropractic.
We care about your health and are
dedicated to quality care.

Dr. B. Scott Foster
Caring for all your Chiropractic needs
1210 Johnson Blvd. Murra , KY

Opening Memorial Weekend

OVR:spen

OWnds

1 BED & BREAKFAST
1-888-207-3065
"Casual Elegance and Relaxation on Lake Barkley"

502-924-1094 • Cadiz, KY

Laser surgery treats enlarged prostate, which
affects more than 70 percent of U.S. men
over age 65. This is a common condition
called benign prostatic hyperplasia
(BPH) and is generally noncancerous.
Symptoms for BPH include:
• a hesitant, interrupted, weak stream
• urgency and leaking or dribbling
• more frequent urination,
especially at night

NO DISH TO BUY

•

"Laser surgery gets
the patient home the
same day and back to
normal activity within
a few days to a week."

MAINTENANCE
INCLUDED

— DR. H.S. JACKSON

AND NOW WITH 160'CHANNELS GROUPED 11 CATEGORIES.
We've put sports channels together, movie channels together, and so on. Only PRIMESTAR'
makes enjoying Satellite TV so easy. Plus, there's no
dish to buy, maintenance is included, and it starts at

PRIMEAte

about a dollar a day.

THE BEST VALUE IN SATELLITE TV.

H.S. Jackson, M.D.
Urology Associates - Adult & Pediatric Urology

753-9240 or 1-800-599-9240

SPRING SAVINGS!

Dr. Jackson has been using laser surgery to treat BPH
since 1995. He has been selected by Surgical Laser
Technologies to train other physicians on the procedure.

When you order Primestar's Prime Hits package,
save $70 on programming and installation**
Call

1-800-PRIMESTAR
(1-800-774-6378)

. H.S. Jackson, M.D.
partnerS re

Urology Associates
3(X)So. 8th St., Suite 107E
Murray, Kentucky 42071

PRIMESTAR is a registered service mark of Primestar Partners, L.P. 'Prices may vary by region. does not include installation and premium services. tFirty-flve new channels available in April, ten additional PrimeCinema channels coming this summer. "Offer good thru
6/30/97. 1st month PrimeHits $49.99, installation $139.95.
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• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

LASER SURGERY
MEANS QUICK RECOVERY
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Call Me To Compare

State may be asked to help pay
for Paducah's new juvenile center
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
McCracken County Fiscal Court
may take the state up on its offer
to help pay for a nonsecure facility to house nonviolent juvenile
offenders.
McCracken County JudgeExecutive Danny Orazine said
Charter Hospital has offered to
house these juveniles in a
dormitory-type facility it has on
its grounds but is not using.
"They still haven't given us a
per diem cost (for each juvenile)
yet," he said. "We are anticipating it will be less expensive than
housing them in other areas. If
we can house them here, we
don't have the transportation
costs. We would also be able to
keep them in school."

do energy planning based on the
needs of the valley," he said.
"Now they have got to look for
off-system sales and hope for bad
weather in order to justify their
bottom line."

Gentle Corrective Chiropractic

NOW MORE THAN EVER,
IT'S THE BEST PROGRAM
IN SEM TIL

—
Helens
craved
crater.
feather

Reasons for periodic losses
range from mild weather in 1992
to $136 million in early-out retirement payouts in fiscal 1995.
Chief Financial Officer David
Smith said TVA is not alone, that
the rest of the electric utility industry in the Southeast suffered
sales and revenue drops because
of the "unseasonably mild
winter, especially when compared
with the harsh winter of 1996."
But Stephen Smith said it
shows poor power forecasting
and overbuilding by TVA, which
is now being sued for allegedly
trying to go outside its mandated
80,000-square-mile region to sell
more power.
"TVA was supposed to be established to serve the valley and
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FROM OUR READERS

Morgan congratulates graduate
Dear Editor:

"CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATE"
Your invitation came in the mail the other day,
The information said that you'll graduate Sunday.
Your picture was so lovely, a young lady, you've become.
Full of hope, dreams and plans and your future still to come.
Miss Jana, I remember, a very long time ago;
Before you had arrived, on this earth, down below.
Your parents were so young then, we were the best of friends,
You dad was still in school; of course he's always been!
A prayed for child, you were, your mothers fervent cry;
Many years she pleaded God fill her arms; You're his reply!
A miracle you were, April first you arrived,
Heavens bundle of joy, God's gift of love.
I remember you then and as you grew,a toddler and your first day of
school.
Out growing your clothes and you shoes, your fascination with books,
computers and birds.
And now you stand on the threshold of life,
A beautiful woman, your parents delight!
My wish for you is God's very best,
As you embark upon life's quest.
Be true to yourself and be faithful to God,
And he will be with you wherever you trod.
The best of wishes, my prayer for your life.
Love, peace and joy, and never strife!
May the blessings of God follow you through,
No matter what path you may choose!
Rev. Bernadine G. Morgan
P.O. Box 1623, Murray, KY 42071

Resident backs board members
Dear Editor:
I want to express my appreciation to Dr. Phillip Klapper and Mrs.
Mary Jane Littleton, to name a few, who can see that the proposed
YMCA - Murray-Calloway County Hospital idea has big flaws in it.
The proposed location on 8th & Chestnut is very poor. The area is to
small for parking & a huge building and it is already in a very congested
area. We still wonder why the post office was ever built there. We need
all the park area we posses at this time for our growing community - not
less.
We are talking about a building that will take 2 years or more to build more hold up on the traffic area we have had for two years with the
widening of Chestnut - do we want that again? Why not use a building
with a huge parking area already in exisitence. Like the Wal-Mart store?
This empty building has already made Murray look bad. This is putting
dollars in the right place. This facility could be in operation almost
immediately.
When the YMCA first proposed the park location, it was stated that it
was a good location for the majority of Murray. We all know the former
Wal-Mart is still in the same area, but not on Chestnut Street.
We need to thank these people who did not let a BAD idea be pushed
though and end up with something we would regret.
Speak up Murray! Call and support the right plan.
Lillian Robertson
211 So 13th, Murray, KY 42071

Green space is source of concern
Dear Editor:
It is important to have open, green spaces in every community. We
were blessed to have had forefathers in this community who realized this
fact and made the commitment to procure land for the city park.
Unfortunately, it seems as though this vision to hold on to an
increasingly valuable asset has been lost by our current city planners and
developers.
Exactly what will we have if we go ahead and give the bulk of our city
park to the hospital and YMCA to build a "wellness" center? We will
have a 44,840 square foot mass of brick and concrete, and 225 parking
places of asphalt,as well as a debt of between $3 million and $3.9 million
dollars. What happens if the YMCA income calculations are wrong? We
will have lost 4 acres of outdoor recreation area, which was proposed to
be developed into an open play area, walkways, picnic areas, and ball
fields.(I think these ideas were just part of the 1992 Master Plan that the
city paid for.) We will have a building and programs planned and
regulated by a private organization, which could dictate who,when,and
how much it will cost to use the facility. Our park facilities, which are
already heavily used by neighborhood kids, school groups, little league
teams,and passers by who are lured in for a cool place to relax,I believe
will monopolized by the additional kids and programs generated by the
YMCA facilities.
An open park, free for anyone to use whenever they wish, will be
replaced by this facility because some in our government feel that the
"park needssomething,and we don't have the funds to do anything at this
time." Have those people forgotten that we try to teach our children to
forego instant gratification and strive instead for hard earned, long
lasting rewards? Having an open green space available for the future is
worth far more in the long run.
Please help save this valuable resource. I urge you to let your voice be
heard.
Lcirilyn Howie-Kipphut
301 N. 10th Street, Murray, KY 42071

Some question Patton's motivation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
There is a tendency in the Capitol
to examine things from a crass
political perspective. It is often,
in fact, the first tendency.
The question is often not without foundation: What political
gain is to be made by an individual's actions? There is nothing
theoretically wrong with this. A
democracy, after all, is a contest
of ideas and in a contest someone
usually wins or loses.
What then is to be made of
Gov. Paul Patton and this whole
fascination with higher education? Patton has said there is little
to be gained from this effort, politically. Such a statement can often be self-serving in its own
right, but in this case it seems to
be accurate.
"Reforming" higher education
does not pay immediate political
dividends. There are no ribbons
to be cut, highways to dedicate,
or new buildings to open. There
are few new jobs to be handed
out; in fact jobs may be lost.
Add to that the simple fact that
so few people in Kentucky value
education for its own right, there
is little goodwill to be gained by
the effort.

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysts
It certainly has made him some
powerful opponents. Even with
the accommodation that emerged
Friday, Patton has still raised the
ire and the scorn of the Big Blue
machine. The University of Kentucky cranked up an unprecedented public relations campaign
aimed at defeating the plan.
In public demonstrations and
an endless stream of letters to
newspaper editors, Patton has
been excoriated.
But as the time for the showdown came, it was apparent Patton was going to win. It would be
close, perhaps 52 or 53 members
of 100 members of the House
would vote to with Patton and defeat a proposal to allow UK to retain control of the community
college system.
Nearly everyone without a yes-

ted interest in the current system
argued that it was outdated and
incapable of performing the tasks
needed to train workers, provide
remedial education and help
those who by geography or education were not quite ready to go
off to get a four-year degree.
While many community college
students pleaded to retain ties to
UK, it was apparent they did not
know how badly they were being
served.
But rather than squash UK and
perhaps remind the institution
that it is still owned by the taxpayers, Patton relented.
He and administration officials
met with UK President Charles
Wethington and his people until 2
a.m. Friday. Legislative staff
members were called out of bed
at home and summoned to the

Capitol to begin crafting an actual proposal. The meetings between UK and the Patton administration resumed at Friday
morning.
"The object was not to win a
bloody battle on the House
floor," Patton said. "Us winning
this battle by three votes in the
House and two votes in the Senate does not constitute a
commitment."
If the package holds together
— and that is by no means certain — UK gets to save face and
at least act like it retains authority over the community colleges.
"I think the governor is the
clear winner. Because he got everything he had sought," House
Speaker Jody Richards said.
But just as important, UK does
not become the clear loser.
Throw it all together and there
is only one motivation that makes
sense, as hard as it may be to believe in a town that feeds on
cynicism.
Maybe Patton is doing this because he genuinely thinks it's the
right thing to do.
If that is the case, it could explain why people in Frankfort are
so skeptical of the whole thing.

FOR QUALITY
EDUCATION
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China debate
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's
time for the China debate again.
It happens every summer. Congressional critics try — and fail
— to deny the annual renewal of
China's trade status in an effort
to prod Beijing on human rights
and other U.S. aims.
The sponsors of those punitive
attempts argue that business as
usual isn't working. The opponents contend that to impose
what would amount to sanctions
against China would be
counterproductive.
In this replay, China critics
may muster more votes than before as they seek to revoke the
most-favored-nation standing
President Clinton will soon be renewing for China.
But they're not likely to succeed; prior renewals by Clinton
and President Bush before him
were challenged but stood, upheld by vote or by veto.
"Most favored nation" sounds
like a special trade status. Actually, it is the standard one. It applies to U.S. trade with 151 nations, and is denied to only six.
China has been on the list
since 1980, but subject to annual
extensions due by June 3 each
year. Renewal was routine until
the massacre of democracy demonstrators in Tienanmen Square
— on that very date in 198f.
Bush renewed it anyhow.

again

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mean
Associated Press columnist
When Congress balked, and later
tried to set strict conditions including human rights steps, restrictions on weapons sales, and
more open trade rules on the
Chinese side, he won by veto.
All of those remain issues in
U.S. relations with China.
Nonetheless, Clinton's 1996 renewal was upheld by the House,
286 to 141.
Congress has 90 days to reject
an extension.
This year, there are added
issues: Chinese treatment of
democratic rights in Hong Kong
after the British colony reverts to
its control on July 1; a U.S. trade
deficit estimated at $38 billion,
although Beijing insists it is only
about $10 billion; limits on religious freedom, which have led to
lobbying by the Christian right
against renewal.
The dilemma of using trade
status to enforce other aims is
evident in the Hong Kong situation. It led House Speaker Newt

Gingrich to suggest that the extension be limited to six months
instead of a year, to see what
China does after taking control.
But democratic leaders in Hong
Kong said that would be counterproductive, hurting their economy
first. Gingrich now indicates he
will support the renewal, as he
has in the past.
Clinton shifted his own position after he got to the White
House. As a candidate, he had
criticized Bush for extending
most-favored-nation status without winning human rights reforms by China. In office, he decided there was progress enough
to warrant renewals, with separate legislation for monitoring of
Chinese human rights conduct
and other steps.
The new round on trade also is
complicated by the dispute over
alleged Chinese attempts to buy
influence in U.S. elections, although it has been raised against

renewal only by Republicans who
oppose the extension anyhow.
Two senators, a Democrat and
a Republican, argue that the trade
rules ought to be tied to trading
conduct, not to other issues.
So Sens. Max Baucus, DMont., and John Chafee, R-R.I.,
want most-favored-nation status
for China made permanent when
Beijing agrees to cut tariffs, regulations and restrictions that will
open markets, and joins the
World Trade Organization.
Introducing a bill to do that,
they said the annual debates
aren't doing any good. "It creates an artificial annual crisis,
which is in nobody's interest, and
we ought to put a stop to it,"
Baucus said.
He said that revoking China's
current status would worsen, not
help, the human rights situation.
Chafee called the process a roller
coaster.
It's rolling again, and despite
increasing resistance to renewal,
that will almost certainly be the
outcome. Not for lack of efforts
to limit or set conditions on the
extension.
"If, on the off chance, any of
them pass, I'm sure they'll be
vetoed," Baucus said. "And I'm
sure the president's veto will be
sustained, which means at least
there will be a one-year
extension."
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MSU to offer writing
camps for area youth
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The trauma team of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Medical Explorer
Post 803 participated In a CPR and first aid competition at the Area Five arid
Six Exploring Conference at Gatfinburg, Tenn. The team was part of a group
of 27 local Medical Explorers who attended the annual three-day conference.
Frank Crider, R.N.,(seated) served as trauma team advisor. Shanna Smith
(standing, second from right) placed eighth out of 62 competitions in
executing CPR and first aid. Lee Ann Crider(far left) and Andrea Conner(far
light) placed In the top 15 In the same competition. Also competing on the
team was Bradley Marvin (second from left). The Medical Explorer post
involves those who are high school freshmen to 21 years old. For more
Information, call Kathy Hodge at 762-1381.

Mother, grandmother charged
with trying to poison 5-year-old
By BETH GARDINER
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — A
5-year-old girl's grandmother and
mother are accused of forcing her
to swallow a lethal cocktail of
ammonia, vinegar, cayenne pepper and olive oil, then putting her
body out with the trash.
Grandmother Rosa Wilkerson
claims Amy Burney died of natural causes and lay dead for days
before they put her out with the
garbage in front of their Bronx
apartment building.
Police say she was poisoned,
possibly 'as punishment, and were
going to sift through garbage at
Staten Island's Fresh Kills landfill today in hopes of finding the
body.
"She was restrained and her
mouth was gaggetf, and she was
intentionally forced to ingest this
mixture by both her grandmother
and her mother," Deputy Police
Commissioner Patrick Kelleher
said.
"We don't know exactly why
she was forced to ingest the
chemicals, whether it was for
punishment, or to have some
other effect on her," he said.
The mother, Angelic Burney,
25, and Wilkerson, 46, who also
goes by the name Rosa Downing,
were charged Sunday with
second-degree murder after detectives interrogated them for
hours Saturday, Kelleher said.
Police believe Amy died around
April 27.
Sources told the Daily News
and Newsday that Wilkerson
claimed she forced the girl to
drink the poison to exorcise demons from her body. The girl's
mouth was taped shut to prevent
her from spitting out the poison,
the News reported.
Child protection officials had
been monitoring the family since
Feb. 27, when one of Amy's
teachers reported that she had
shown up for school with bruises
and scratches on her face.
Police closed an investigation
into that report of abuse after
Burney and Wilkerson told them
Amy had fallen off a bed, Kelleher said. But child welfare
workers continued to visit the
family.
On May 9, counselors from
Astor Preventive Services, the
private agency keeping tabs on
the family, notified the city that
Amy was not in the apartment,
said Administration for Child
Services Commissioner Nicholas
Scoppetta.
Burney and Wilkerson claimed
Amy was in Florida when a
caseworker visited the apartment
May 13, Scoppetta said.
After Amy could not be found,
the women were ordered by a
Bronx Family Court on Friday to
account for her whereabouts.
Burney was jailed at Rikers Island after refusing to cooperate.
Officials then removed her two
other children, Allen, 3, and Elijah, 6 months, to foster care.
On Saturday, Wilkerson told
newspaper and television reporters that the girl died of natural

causes and that her body lay on a
mattress for several days before
the women realized she was dead.
On Sunday, she and the girl's
mother were being held on no
bail.

Like most skills, writing is one
that needs to honed and perfected
through practice. Good writing
skills can be necessary to attain
optimum achievement in both education and the work place.Individuals may be best served by perfecting
those skills early in life.
Two ways of sharpening written
communication include practice
and an exposure to various writing
styles. And,for young people, writing shouldn't be a chore, but a
pleasure.
Murray State University is offering an opportunity for children and
teenagers to become familiar with
different techniques and to learn to
enjoy the writing experience. Two
one-week camps, the Young Authors Camps, will be offered under
the direction of Squire Babcock,
assistant professor of creative writing at MSU. In addition to Babcock's expertise, participants will
benefit from interaction with area
school teacher, MSU English and
education majors and visiting writers.
The first camp, "Writing for the
Fun of It," will be held June 9-13
and is for children ages eight
through 11. Campers will be introduced to a variety of styles which
include poetry, fiction and nonfiction stories, essays and skits. The
camp will incorporate art activities
with writing projects. An emphasis
will be placed on generating ideas,

Volunteer program to hold
organizational meeting May 30
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's summer teenage volunteer
'program (TAV) will begin with an
organization meeting on Friday,
May 30, 10:30 a.m. to noon in the
hospital's Education Unit.
Interested teenagers who are at
least 14 years old and have their
parent's consent can attend the organizational meeting. First year volunteers must bring proof of age.
Applications will be distributed and
details of the program discussed.
The summer program begins officially with mandatory morning orientation sessions in the hospital's
Education Unit. These sessions are
on Monday, June 2 from 8:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.and again Wednesday,
June 4 from 8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
At orientation, TAVs will be
required to have a T.B. skin test
done — unless they can provide
proof of having a T.B. skin test in
the last 12 months.

To be a teen volunteer at MCCH,
you must agree to work four consecutive hours per week for the eightweek program and wear a volunteer
uniform. Any TAV can be absent,
however, for vacation and summer
camps.
Depending on a teenager's day
and time preferences,jobs are available in areas such as x-ray, laboratory, food service, long term care
activities, business office, medical
records, nursing, child care and
public relations.
This summer, 30 to 40 positions
are available for TAVs. In the event
of a greater number of applications,
past TAVs will receive top priority
in job placement with new applicants being accepted according to
age.
For more information, call Evelyn Loberger, director of volunteer
services, at (502) 762-1276, or
MCCH Public Relations Director
Kathy Hodge at (502) 762-1381.

Social Security
rep to be here

•After a death in the family to see
if survivor benefits can be paid.
-When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
•At retirement — at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for Medicare two or three months before 65
even if there are no plans for
retirement.

Urge or Small)
,

637 S. 3rd St.

753-3134

BETTER BUILT GARAGE
CO.
DWAIN

NELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A. 1' concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
B 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts
In concrete
C

WARREN

Owner,

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Feb Carpenter Built All Ouality Materials
I Sell-supporting 216
trusted rafters 2 ft
0C

o

•

J • plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles

E. Treated
bottom plates
F. in studs, IS' 0 C

L Overhang covered
N Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
0 2s4 fascia

Blander(
undersIding
H Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

P 2110 headers
O 4.4 raised curt

aluminum cowered

G.

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References ancl Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxo
1
CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18120)
LARGE 2 CAR (221(22)
2'/I CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2,/, CAR (24x30)

$3,525
54,325
$4,625
$4,825
55,425

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

1'.1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (11300)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' 2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2'i CAR (24x30)

HOUR
FILM r\-/
PROCESSING
Prints
24 ct. Single
Effective
Prices
1997
through July 13,
advertisement..
this
store listed in coupon offer.
at
only
effective
other
Sale prices
combined with any mm film only.
be
not
35
May
color print
C-41 full frame -site processing only.
on
Good for

Now,in the time it takes to shop, you can have your
pictures developed...FAST. Fast savings. Fast pictures.
At Rite Express One Hour Photo Lab you're assured
that quality backed by the Kodak Colorwatch System
which means we use only Kodak paper and chemicals.

1 Hour Processing Now Available At:
Rite Aid Pharmacy
1200 Main Street
(Corner of 12th St. and Main)
Mray,KY
\

KY
FARM
BUREAU
753-4703

\—f\.1

RITE

Your Neighborhood Photo Center
Bob Cornelison

Experience the The Majesty of Switzerland with
Collette Tours and Peoples Gold
9 Day Escorted Tour
13 Meals: 7 Breakfasts, 6 Dinners

Dramatic landscapes are -everywhere you turn. Patchwork
valleys appear in varying shades of green, tiny villages
huddle on a hillside and the awe of the Swiss Alps stretch
across the horizon in every direction. Visit the cities of
Zurich, Bern, Zermatt, Lucerne and Interlaken. Enjoy a
traditional folklore show and fondue dinner.

UnlhadVIIft
Reaching Those Who Need Help.
Touching Us All.

WAREHOUSE TIRE

Rate: $2074 per person twin, including air
from Nashville, departure taxes and hotel transfers

Collette Tours has been offering quality escorted tours to
destinations worldwide for nesly 80 years. As a member
of the United States Tour Operators Association, your tour
IS covered by a $1 million consumer protection plan.
Space is limited.

For additional details,
call Patti Thomas at Peoples Bank of Murray

502-767-2287

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
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$4,025
$4,725
$5,125
$5,225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

Departure Date: October 1, 1997

Open Mon.-Fri. 7-5; Sat. 7-Noon
T1RES

Auto Body Repairing
24 Hr. Towing

-Anyone with a question or with a
report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library may
telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at 247-8095.

Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!
* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *

(Cooper)

(Since 1937)

Announcing our New

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!

'N

T
el
lers Body Shop, Inc.

choosing styles and audience, ways
of composing and revision.
"Story Writing" will run June
17-21,and is for individuals ages 11
through 14. Campers will be asked
to use the imaginations to create
characters and settings, as well as
build scenes, dialogue, description
and plot in both oral and written
stories. Each day will be rounded
out with a group story-writing sessions and an activities relating to a
group publication.
Recognizing that education is
multifaced, the camp will includs,
both private writing time and sui•
Lured writing activities, peer interviews and idea sharing,staffconferences and games. Students will
bring sack lunches and will be given
the opportunity for campus field
trips and swimming each day. The
last afternoon of each week will
feature a reception and a reading of
students' work to parents and invited guests.
The Young Authors Camps are
jointly sponsored by the department
of English at MSU and the National
Writing Project. The registration fee
for each camp is $85. For additional
information,or to register a camper,
individuals should contact the office of community education at
Murray State by calling 762-2160
locally or 1 (800) 6694654 tollfree.

4" x 6" prints

A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be
in Murray at the Calloway County
Public Library on Thursday,
May 22, 10:30 a.m. until 12:30
p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
•Before getting his or her first
job, because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings. Employers are required to examine a
person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least
two weeks before it will be needed.
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Police Lodge donates

EVERYONE WELCOME
It's more Tun Mat way' Moat be at least 18 years old to enter

Br, g a f,er,c1 0, tWO

PROGRESSIVE BONUS SAI-L #1 BONUS BALL *2

Business Council meeting Wednesday

$500" $500' $340"+

The Business Council for the arts will meet Wednesday, May 21,
at noon at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Centre.
Each one should bring a sack lunch. Final preparations for the JPAC
Arts & Crafts Festival June 7 and 8 will be discussed.

Builds INsskly1

COVERALL

Every Tuesday Evening 7pm
Plays 12
Games

K of C Hall, Squire Road
Cards starting
at $10.00
-- ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY -,
/At

CCMS Council to meet tonight

m„,er
ealurIng rightty specials at $1 per card or $2 for three Special carry
Refreshments candy and FREE popcorn served
4609WAYMOYAMWAWAWAW/A
:
65411449
MOSSIONXINAWAISMOX
W/.415%/AWAWASIONOWAVMSOSMISWASKO

Nobody Can Protect Your

Home
any better than we can!

Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet tonight (Monday) at 6 p.m. at the school. The
public is invited.
Fraternal Order of Police Lodge 123 President Mike Jump is shown presenting a check for $100 to Kim Alexander, left, and Robert Howard,
right, for Murray High School Project Graduation.

Music Department will meet

Calloway County 4-H Livestock Juding Team will meet today
(Monday) at 5:30 p.m. at the home of Fred Gillum. This will be to
practice judging sheep. All livestock judgers are encouraged to
attend.

4-H Horse Club to meet Tuesday
Calloway County Horse Club, the Dusty Spurs, will meet Tuesday, May 20, at 6 p.m. at Wranglers Riding Club. This will be for a
meeting and riding clinic. 4-H youth are asked to bring their horses
and registration papers, coggins, et. All 4-H youth are welcome to
attend. For more information call Ginny Harper at 753-1452.

Look to us for quality Home Insurance coverage, lot rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

Haverstock
— and
Suiter
Winne Agency 753-3415

4-H Dairy Team will meet

211 S. 12th
Street
Murray, Ky.

11

4-H Judging Team to meet today

Calloway County 4-H Dairy Judging Team will meet Wednesday,
May 21, at 4 p.m. at the farm of Jason and Bradley Hale. This is an
important meeting as plans for ttie state competition on June 16, 17
and 18 will be made. Youth need to bring a $100 deposit for the trip.

McDougal reception Tuesday
A retirement reception for Johnny McDougal, director of Student
Financial Aid, Murray State University, will be Tuesday, May 20,
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Wrather Museum, MSU. A presentation will be
made at 3 p.m. McDougal will be retiring after 32 years of service to
MSU. The public is invited.

18 month Rising Rate CD
Penult V for
Ea Hy ii ithdrawal*
N

5•2,5%

5.5516
2mI

MUSIC DEPARTMENT photo
Members of the Music Department Chorus of the Murray Woman's Club
rehearsed recently for their part in the memorial service at the general
club meeting on May 22 at 6:30 p.m. Pictured, from left, are Marge
Shown, director, Karin McFerron, Angie Massey, Kay Ray, Norma Paschall, Martha Crafton, Barbara Simons, and Neva Grey Allbritten. The
Music Department will meet Tuesday, May 20, at 7 p.m. at the club
house. Kim Scott, coordinator of recreation for Community Alternatives
in Western Kentucky, will speak about the role of music therapy in improving the lives of people with disabilities. Hostess captainw ill be
Lynn Griffifths, assisted by Cecelia Dunn, Karen Isaacs, Mary Shipley,
Bobbie Weatherly, Deanie Wortham and Carol Bogard. The public is invited to attend the Tuesday meeting.

;rr1

Ladies plan golfplay

1Irrh

Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday, May 21.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Faira Alexanders as hostess.

6.07 Apy

REPUBLIC
BANK

Cunningham
boy is born

50% OFF
) 33% OFF
25% OFF

TJ's BAR-B-'

SELECTED GIFT ITEMS!

•- "Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
SimiDKE.

Wall

Large BBC),
Fries &
Medium Drink

aper
21
,
01

MURRAY
519 South 12th Street
502-753-7575

RiS

Great Weekly Specials

1

$399

FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFET6
Sar-11-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets, Fried
Chicken, Hickory Smoked Ham, Food Bar, Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar, Drink.

9

95

Murray. Ky.
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Free blood pressure checks
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Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, May 20, from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.

Ba

res

Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, May 20, at 3 p.m. in
the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information contact Nancy Rose, R.N. and Hospice Director,
or Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical Specialist at 762-1100.

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday, May 20, at 6 p.m. in
the meetig room of Calloway Public Library. Dave Laframboise,
physical therapist at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, will be
guest speaker. He will provide information on proper sitting and
posture to use while working on your favorite hobby. All interested
persons are invited.
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Advisory Council will meet
Calloway County School's Family Resource Center Advisory
Council will meet Tuesday, May 20, at 4 p.m. at the resource center
at East Elementary School. The public is invited. For more information call 753-3070.

Nurses program on Tuesday
Kentucky Nurses Association District 5 presents a free one hour
CEU offering, "Utilization of health Care Services in Rural South,"
on Tuesday, May 20, at 6:30 p.m. at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant,
2102 Coldwater Rd., St. Rt. Hwy. 121 North, Murray. Betty Powell,
RN, PhD., Murray State University Nursing faculty, will present her
research.

Faith Apostolic plans services
Faith Apostolic Church, 1945 St. Rt. 121 North, will hear
Evangelist Steve Stevens and Family from Rio Rancho, N.M., at
special services at 7:30 p.m. from Sunday, May 18, through Wednesday, May 21. Pastor Dwight Wyant invites the public to attend.
For transportation call 753-7262.

Coffee Break Tuesday
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A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday, May 20, at 9:30 a.m. The Rev. Bill Tate will
conduct the Bible study. This weekly event is for all interested
persons.

GARDENome rowse
THE

PATH

• 'Wood - Crete' Birdhouses
• English Water Cans • Stone Garden
Accessories
• Customised Floral Arrangements
• Large Simulated Antiqued Terra Cone Pots
• Lavender Products from Norfolk England
Much More For Home & Gorden

Gift

Certificates St Bridal Regist
Available
Weekly Specials and Markdowns
found throughout the store

Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sat. 11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Chestnut St

Til

Story Hours will not be held at the Calloway County Public Library on Tuesday and Wednesday, May 20 and 21, according to
Sandy Linn, youth services director for the library. A special shorten
version, Parents and Twos, designed for children, age 2 accompanied by an adult, is at 9:30 a.m., and Story Hour is at 10:30 a.m. on
both days. These events will resume on Tuesday and Wednesday,
June 3 and 4.

Cancer Support Group will meet

Those not listed in the lineup,
but desiring to play, may come
and be paired at the tee.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Betty Jo Purdom, Lisa
Carver, Evelyn Jones, Betty Lowry;
Niurra, Kentuck
Tee 3 - Frances Hulse, Sally Crass,
Inus On, Berty Stewart;
121,1 ‘1,,,,,
Tee 4 - Sue Outland, Jenny Sue
70)-if,
& Trust
Smock, Barbara Gray, Norma Frank;
Cornpany
Tee 5 - Karen Hart, Peggy Veal,
Open a days a week.
kniI'.
L)1(..
Venela Ward, Rainey Apperson;
.tiaturfla VS 9-12
,-..0.,•$$$$$$$$$$$.1$ $1.10.-1$
Tee 6 - Betty Scott, Peggy Shoe1.$ g. • 1$1.1j.
\l') “11. t.o1 t- •.1
maker, Marilyn Adkins;
•A $1 Ilr. $. I
1 ilk
Too 8 - Edith Garrison, Rowena CulMr. and Mrs. Charles Cunningham of 159 Morning Glory Ln., lom, Margaret Shuffett, Martha Ryan;
the Republi. n.up
bunk,. Itenluckv ou-nerl & pruull ul
Tea 10 - Anna Mary Adams, Faira
Dexter, are tile parents of a son,
Alexander, Billie Choon, Claudia
Johnathan Randall Cunningham,
Berry;
txrn on Thursday, May 8, 1997,
Tee 11 - LaVerne Ryan, Beth Be411'
at 11:57 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
lote, Patty Claypool, Carolyn VealSanning.
County Hospital.
Winners of golf play on WedThe baby weighed five pounds
May 14, have been renesday,
in18
measured
and
ounces
eight
leased by Freda Steely, hostess,
ches. The mother is the former
as follows:
Tina Hudson. A sister is Valerie
Championship flight - Betty
Cunningham and two brothers are
Joe Purdom and Lisa Carver tied
Andrew Cunningham and Thofor first, Inus Orr, second;
mas Cunningham.
First flight - Sally Crass, first,
Grandparents are Glen and
Jones, second;
Evelyn
of
Cunningham
Edna
Murray.
ALL IN STOCK WALLPAPER & BORDERS!
flight - Edith Garrison,
Second
Keith and Sherry Skinner of
Shoemaker, second;
Peggy
first,
Kirksey, and John and Barbar
Third flight - Barbara Gray,
Hudson of Nashville, Tenn.
first, Rebecca Landolt, second;
Great-grandparents are Tyner
Fourth flight - Decie Miles,
and Floette Noel of Kirkscy and
Marilyn Adkins, second;
first,
Mrs. Clara Skinner of Lansing,
FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS
Low putts - Lisa Carver.
Mich.
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Story Hours cancelled this week
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753-0045

The Village
753-0508
641 North
Tues.-Fri. 10-5 (Next to Cats's Jeep)
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Susan Lynn Davis and
Brent Raymond Clark

today
be to
to

Davis-Clark wedding
scheduled on May 31
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The Rev. and Mrs. Hugh C. Davis of Pottsboro, Texas, announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Susan
Lynn Davis, to Brent Raymond Clark, son of Raymond and Linda
Clark of Murray.
Miss Davis is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. C.W.
Tilkinton and the late Mr. and Mrs. J.J. Davis of Texas.
Mr. Clark is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wilkerson of Murray, and Milford Clark and the late Virginia Clark of Great
Valley, N.Y.
The bride-elect, a 1979 graduate of Pottsboro High School, received
a Bachelor of Science in Chemistry from Texas Woman's University
in 1983. She earned the M.D. degree from Baylor College of Medicine
in Houston in 1987.
After completing a residency in Pediatrics at Baylor College of Medicine Affiliated Hospitals in 1990, she completed a three-year Fellowship in Pediatric Critical Care Medicine at Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia. She is currently a Pediatric Intensivist, Assistant Professor of Pediatrics at Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas.
The groom-elect attended Murray City Schools through his junior
year and was an Eagle Scout, Boy Scout Troop 77, under the leadership of the late O.B. Boone, Scoutmaster. He graduated from Douglas
County High School, Douglasville, Ga., in 1982, and received a B.A.
degree in Speech Communication in 1987 and a Master's in Business,
Product Management in 1988 from the University of Georgia.
He has recently accepted a position as vice president of Marketing
with Maintenance Group Management of Ft. Worth, Texas, after being
a Product Manager with Coca-Cola Foods of Houston for over eight
years.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 31, 1997, at 7 p.m. at First
Baptist Church, Houston, Texas.
Following a honeymoon in Australia and Hawaii, the couple will
reside in Ft. Worth, Texas.
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Oaks'ladies plan events
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
May 21.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Eva Morris, phone
753-8584, as hostess.
A golf scramble will start at
9:30 a.m. with Mary Alice Gar-

m. in
boise,
ill be
g and
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Potts baby is
born May 8

visory
center
orma-

Mr. and Mrs. John Mark Potts
of 1197 Crossland Rd., Murray,
are the parents of a daughter, Danielle Margarita Potts, born on
Thursday, May 8, 1997, at 12:34
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds nine ounces and measured
20,4 inches. The mother is the
former Amanda Gomez.
Grandparents are Jamie and
Jane Potts, 1107 Potts Rd., Kirksey, and Manuel and Adela
Gomez, Clewiston, Fla.
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ner, 753-3083, or Sue Veazey,
492-8353, as hostesses. Pairings
will be made at the tee.
A luncheon will be served at
noon at the club house. Reservations should be made by today,
Monday, May 19, by calling Sue
Steele, 753-5082, or Murrell
Walker, 753-4517.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, May 14, have been released by Joanne Honefanger,
hostess, as follows:
Championship flight - Mary
Alice Smith;
First flight - Jan Ochoa, first,
Linda Pate, second;
Second flight - Crystal Parks,
first, Agnes Payne, second,
Bronda Parker, Irene Woods,
Martha Broach and Dot Finch,
tied for third.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Furniture
Damage?
We Make House Calls
On-Site Repair For:
• Nicks/Dents
• Scretches
• Cabinet Bermudans

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
•

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings
:

733=3227
15th St.
109 S.
Murray, KY 42071

• >Awing Dams,
• Anuques

• aisuutis Bums
• Broken
Masks

lainu
• Wow
• Chair Rooluing
• Molding

MAY SPECIAL
10% OFF
Kitchen Cabinets & /or Free
Service Call ($35 Value)

(502) 527.5140

Tuesday, May 20
Collie Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Alcoholics AnoeymoUs/dosed disLegInis
cussion msetintaAmercan
on Ha.
Breastfeeding Support Group/7-8
p.m./Child Care Center, second floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3381 or 762-1425.
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
p.mJprivate dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/742-1100.
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/10 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Ladies Bible Study/9:30 a.m.
First United Methodist Church
Ouliters/9:30 a.m.
First Presbyterian Church Brown Bag
lunch/noon w/ERic Schrneckpeper; International Dance/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m.-3 p.m.; Sharon Wells
Group w/Ann Churchill/10:30 a.m.;
Lifestyles Contemporary Issues ve
Denise Travis/t6:30 p.m.
DU7118 Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Monday, May IS
Murray-Calloway County Parks Board
meeting changed to 7:30 p.m./City
Hall.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons dinner/7:30 p.m./lodge
hall.
Calloway Middle School Sibs-based
Decision Making Council/6 p.m.
North Elementary School Site-based
Decision Making Council called
meeting/3 p.m.
Southwest Elementary School SBOM
Council Principal Search Committee/5
p.m./Calloway Board office.
Calloway County 4-H Livestock Judging Team/5:30 p.m./home of Fred
Gillum.
Epilepsy Support Group/5:30
p.m./Shared Care at Weeks Center.
Info/762-1537.
Overeaters Anonymous/7:30
p.m./private dining room at MurrayCalloway Hospital. Info/Chris,
753-7490.
Parents' Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Weak* Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
First Presbyterian Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Reach-Out Callers 111/2 p.m.; Boy Scout Troop 45 at 7 p.m./church;
Friendship/Hannah Circle/7 p.m. w/Jan
Wilson.
First Christian Church Boy Scout
Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m; CWF Group IV/7
p.m.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion

or

800-349.1069

:11.111111111, ItEvic

The name Hannah means "God has favored me."

N

Undetectable Hearing Aids

Ultra-CIC
Completely-In-The-Canal
Virtually invisible, the UltraCIC from Qualitone is an entirely new type of hearing aid.
The advantages are obvious:

Excellent high frequency response
Amplifies salmi deep in the ear canal
'Less wind noise
'Nearly invisible

-30 DAY TRIAL
•FREE HEARING TEST
SAVE $100 WITH THIS COUPON

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-949-5728
Hurry_shis offer expires 5-31-97

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
206

South 4th • Murray • 753-8055

Hi-Energy Weight Control Center
For Both Men & Women

Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Tuesday, May 20
Murray Planning Commission/7
p.m./City Hall.
Johnny McDougal retirement
reception/2-4 p.m./Wrather Museum,
MSU.
Calloway County School's Family Resource Center Advisory Council/4
p.m./Center at East Elementary.
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club/7 p.m./dub house.
Frei blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Quilt Lovers/6 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Info/Jane, 489-2046.
Calloway County Horse Club, Dusty
Spurs/6 p.m./Wranglers Riding Club.
T.O.T.A.L (Teaching our Toddlers
About Learning)/1 p.m./Community
Room, Southsid• Manor.
Info/753-3070 or 753-3879.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos and Story Hour/not
scheduled.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
Weak* Community Center open 8
a.m.-4 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
Dexter Community Center open 9:30
a.m.-2:30 p.m. fof senior citizens'
activides.
Kirksey Lodge of WOW/6:30
p.m./Pagliai's
Murray TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
of
Chapter
TOPS
Hardin/weigh-in/5:15 p.m./meeting/6
p.m./Hardin Library.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Shoney's.
Kentucky Nurses Association District
5 free one hour CEU offering/6:30
p.m./Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant.

767-0780

University Square

Murray, Ky

Angie Outland of
Murray, Ky has lost
601bs & over 55 inches 8.E. has maintained
her weight loss for 8
months!!!

Call for your free consultation & you can begin
your weight control program today!!! Start now
& you can lose 18 lbs by the
Fourth of July

FREE "LIVING TRUST" SEMINAR

•

Find Out How to Transfer Your Estate to Your Family
Quickly—Without Probate Fees
ATTEND ONE OF THESE FREE SEMINARS
PADUCAH
Thursday, May 22
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
(RefresIvnems)
Courtyard by Marriott
3835 Technology Drive

MURRAY
Tuesday, May 20
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
(Refreshments)
Shoney's bin
1503 North 12th St.

Mabry girl is
born April 21

• ?•,,
•

•

You'll Find Out What Will Happen With a Living Trust...
Your estate will transfer quickly to • If you're married and your estate is • You'll as old a guardianship if you
become incapacitated so your
worth less than $1.2 million. there
your family upon your death,
estate will be run as von see fit.
will be no estate taxes to pay.
without the expense of probate.
You'll Find Out What Will Happen Without a Living Trust(even if you have a will)...
• Yourestate will go through probate, • If you're married and your estate is • If ‘ou become incapacitated, or
unable to sign documents, a court
over $600,000 net, without proper
which could take months or even
may assign a guardian to run your
tax planning your family may owe
years, and probate fees could be a
estate as he or she sees
federal estate taxes of 37%-55%.
substantial portion of your estate.
Sponsored by:The Page Law Firm. Attorneys Robert Page and Bard Brian
The
speak to area residents about living trusts and estate planning. They have over
20 years' experience helping Kentucky families plan their estates. The Page
Page Law Firm
Law Firm limits its practice to estate planning, and is a member of the
\ I ourth Sirs, • R.I.-all KN • 120,111
American Academy of Estate Planning Attorneys. Their seminars are always
free to the public, and are "informati‘e & cas -to-understand.'" (THIS IS.4.\ 41)1'ER TISEVE‘T)

5.•

Seating is Limited, So Call (502)443-8260 (24-hour reservation line) Now!
Ar‘Er A

sim 1m mi.

On,side Paducah, Call 7-‘,11-Free -SW-714-826n
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FREE

Get Your
FULL SPINAL EXAMINATION

1

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

,

•

Attend one of these seminars and you'll receive a FREE, one-hour, private consultation
to answer any questions you have about setting up your personal Living Trust ($100 value).

Jeff and Sherianne Mabry of
Almo are the parents of a
daughter, Hannah Danielle Mabry, born on Monday, April 21,
1997, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed six pounds
14 ounces and measured 19
inches.
Grandparents are Gary and Michele Kidd of Metropolis, Ill.,
and Donald Kay Mabry of
Paducah.
Great-grandparents are John
and Phyllis Schuster of Pleasant
View, Tenn., V.C. and Lillie
Kidd of Mayfield, and Lorene
Nanney of Paducah.

1.
2.
3.
4.

•••••.„. „.„

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. 11 will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
Dr. Dennis L Heeitett, D.C.
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for
restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private consultation with the
This entire examination SFREE If you want more
doctor to discuss the results.
are end treatment, we do ell the paperwork
FREE.
DISCLAIMER:OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU: THE PATENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,
CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES,EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF
AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISE AENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.'
140111iklitiyour FREE appointment NOWI

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Strip&
(at University Square)
Murray. Ky. 42071
OM
11111011
INN
MEI
NINO WM
NMI 1111111 MI NM OM OM IN= M=
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CALL NOW.
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Heat go from bullies to Bulls
•Hot Hardaway's 38
give Miami 101-90 win
over Knick in Game 7;
Heat get Chicago next
By STEVEN WINE
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI (AP) — A fan's sign
at Miami Arena said it simply:
"First the bullies, then the
Bulls."
In the Eastern Conference

semifinals, the Miami Heat
merely had to overcome a 3-1 series deficit and fight past the
brawny New York Knicks. The
Heat earned the knockout Sunday
with a 101-90 victory in Game 7.
A more daunting challenge
awaits: the world champion Chicago Bulls, who swept Miami in
the first round of the playoffs last
year. The conference final begin
Tuesday at United Center.
"We have to go in humble but
go in strong," Heat coach Pat Riley said. "We can't show any

fear against them, but we're playing one of the greatest teams of
all time."
If Tim Hardaway plays the
way he did Sunday, the Heat will
at least have a shot. Hardaway
buried New York with a Heat
playoff record 38 points, hitting
six of 10 3-pointers.
The All-Star guaid made five
consecutive shots, the final three
from 3-point range, as Miami's
lead reached 71-50 in the third
quarter.
"When I'm in that zone,

SCHEDULE
T LA SDAY

Facing elimination after Game
you're at my mercy," he said.
"Hardaway shot the ball like 4, Riley rallied the Heat against
his former team. He gave them a
he was on the playground," the
Knicks' Buck Williams said.
tongue-lashing but also
Alonzo Mourning added 22 encouragemenL
"One advantage we had was
points and 12 rebounds for the
Heat, who became just the sixth
that he coached a lot of those
team to overcome a 3-1 series de- guys," Miami's Jamal Mashburn
ficit. The only other team to do it said. "He said, 'You're not out
in the past 16 years was Houston, of it at all. If you play well, you
which rallied to beat Phoenix in can win. When things get tight,
you never know what might hap1995.
"All I know," Riley said, "is pen with those guys over there."
the last team that came back from
3-1 won a world championship." • See Page 9

Malone edges Jordan
for league's top honor

II Lone Oak's Thompson
wins 6-1, 6-1 Saturday;
MHS baseball tops Fulton

By BOB MIMS
Associated Press Writer
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — For 12
years, Karl Malone gave his record-setting
best to the Utah Jazz, taking one of professional basketball's smallest market clubs to
four conference finals in six years.
On Sunday, the NBA awarded its archetypal power forward the Maurice Podoloff Trophy, signifying the league's Most
Valuable Player for the 1996-1997 season.
At a Delta Center news conference following the announcement in New York,
Malone confessed he had come to believe
he might never win the honor, which has
been captured four times by Michael
Jordan.
l thank Michael for letting me borrow
it for one year," he quipped.
N1alone's victory over Jordan came in
the second-closest balloting since the media vote began in 1981. He edged the Chicago Bulls star by just 29 points.
"To have this trophy after 12 years —
really and truly I never thought I'd have
the opportunity," Malone said. "But we
won 64 games and I think they looked a lot
at that, too.
Malone received 986 points and 63 firstplace votes while Jordan got 957 points
and 52 first-place ballots from a panel of
sports writers and broadcasters throughout
the United States and Canada.
"This year has been special to me, but
I'm not finished yet. And I have this good
feeling, if we keep our nose to the grindstone," Malone said.

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo
Murray's Jeremy Hunt returns a shot in his regional semifinal match against Lone Oak's Ben
Thompson Saturday. Thompson won 6-1, 6-1 on his way to a second straight regional title.

VA_ ME_ SDA 'r'
SOFTBALL
I 4th District championship
If necessary
Murray City Park — 4:30

Tiger Woods follows up Masters
with win at Byron Nelson Classic
"I just had to trust my short game,"
Woods said following some deft chipping
and only 27 putts. "My short game bailed
me out. I got up and down every time
today."
It all added up to his second consecutive
victory on the PGA Tour, following his
record-setting win at the Masters. And he'll
try to make it three in a row at the MasterCard Colonial in Fort Worth later this week.
"People don't understand how hard it is
to win out here unless you play out here,"
Woods said when asked about the chances of
making it three in a row. "It's not easy."
But somehow Woods makes it look easy.
He started the day with a lesson from
coach Butch Harmon, who drove four hours
from Houston after a late-night call from his
pupil, and ended it with an emotional hug
from his mother, Tida, on the final green.
In between he hit all the right shots exactly when they were needed.
Woods took the lead for good while he
was walking down the 14th fairway and
Rinker was making a bogey on the hole

The last time Jeremy Hunt
reached the regional tennis semifinals — as an 8th grader in 1994
— he was eliminated by the top
seed and eventual tournament
champion.
Saturday must have seemed all
too familiar for the Murray junior
as he once again reached the
semifinals, only to fall to the
tournament's top seed and eventual champion, Lone Oak's Ben
Thompson, at the Bennie Purcell
Courts.
Thompson, a sophomore, defeated Hunt 6-1, 6-1 before beating Heath's Jared Cornille by default to claim his second straight
regional crown.
"He didn't miss any balls,"
Hunt said of Thompson after the
match. "I had only played him
once this year, at the very beginning of the season, and he beat
me something like 6-1, 7-5. He
played consistent today and he's
the best I've played against this
season, definitely."
Hunt, seeded third in the region, advanced to the semifinals
with three relatively easy wins
earlier in the week. He advanced
one round further than last season, but fell short of his goal of
reaching the finals.
"That will be one of my goals
for next season," he said. "I
won't play in a ton of tournaments this summer, but I will

play in a few. Because I play soccer and except for this year, basketball, it's hard for me to play
the entire year."
Hunt said he realizes that his
reaching the semifinals this year
as a junior will likely mean an
even higher seeding next season,
most likely second behind
Thompson.
"I know there will be a lot of
expectations on me next year, and
that will be a motivator for me,"
he said. "I'll work hard on my
game because I want to improve
it all around."
Lone Oak won the boys' team
title for the ninth time in 10
years, while the Lone Oak girls
won their 10th straight crown.
Both the boys' singles and
doubles finals ended up in default
as Heath's Cornille succumbed to
leg cramps in the third set against
Thompson. Meanwhile, Mayfield's Steve Gardner and Jay
Clark won the doubles title when
the Tilghman duo of Rob Gould
and Adam Crawford pulled out
because of illness.
Lone Oak swept the girls' titles
with Sarah Suitor beating teammate Jamie O'Hara 6-2, 6-3 for
the title. Meanwhile, the Lone
Oak team of Jennifer Hayden and
Amy Newman downed Tilghman's Ellen Cary and Amy Martin 7-5, 6-1 for the doubles
crown.
BASEBALL
Murray 8, Fulton City 5
Murray continued its stellar
play in the second half of the season Saturday, beating Fulton City
• See Page 9

Braves' Glavine sharp
in 5-1 mastery of Cards

What's Next?
IRVING, Texas (AP) — The Masters. The
Byron Nelson. What's next for Tiger
Woods?
The Colonial? Perhaps. Especially if he
starts playing well.
Woods won his second consecutive tournament Sunday, adding the Nelson to the
Masters a month ago, and the most amazing
thing about it was that he played nowhere
near as well as he did at Augusta.
In fact, Woods played very much like
someone who had just taken four weeks off,
which he did.
"I really didn't have the swing in position
where it was going to work everytime, and I
knew that," Woods said after a final-round
68 to tie the tournament record with a
17-under-par 263, two strokes better than
Lee Rinker.
No one else made a serious run as Tom
Watson and Dan Forsman finished four
strokes back at 267 and seven other players
were at 268.

II 4th District tournament
Murray vs. Monday's low
Murray City Park — 4:30

Hunt eliminated by
eventual champion
in region semifinals

NBA voters
deliver MVP
to Mailman

By RON SIRAK
AP Golf Writer

III 4th District tournament
Murray vs. Marshall
Draftenville — 4:30
SOFTBALL

Spring Sports

NBA Roundup

II See Page 9

BASEBALL

By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer

File Photo
Tiger Woods, showing no ill effects from a
31-day layoff following his win at the Masters, won the Byron Nelson Classic on
Sunday.
ahead of him.
A 240-yard driver off the fairway to the
fringe of the 16th green for a birdie put the
tournament away, giving him a two-stroke
lead.
• See Page 9

ATLANTA (AP) — A 10-day
break didn't bother Tom Glavine
one bit. Andy and Alan Benes
may want to take one themselves
after this past weekend.
Glavine, showing no effects of
a sore hand that caused him to
miss his last start, pitched a
seven-hitter and the Atlanta
Braves won their third in a row
over St. Louis, beating the Cardinals 5-1 Sunday night.
Jeff Blauser broke up a pitching duel between Glavine and
Andy Benes with a two-out, tworun double that snapped a 1-1 tie
in the seventh.
"It isn't something you like to
do," Glavine said of his layoff.
"But looking back, it was obviously the right thing. I went out
there tonight and didn't think
much about my hand."
Prior to Blauser's hit, the game
was reminiscent of the remarkable pitching duel Friday night,
when Benes' younger brother,
Alan, lost a no-hitter with two
outs in the ninth and didn't even

pick up a decision in a scoreless
battle with Greg Maddux. The
Braves wound up winning 1-0 in
the 13th.
Andy Benes (2-2) retired 19 in
a row after giving up a firstinning run, but the Braves ruined
his night just like they did for his
brother.
"I know it was disheartening
weekend for them," Glavine
said. "As pitchers, we've all
been through that. We've all had
games where we threw good and
didn't get any results."
Glavine (5-2) never gave up
more than one hit in any inning
and benefited from a baserunning blunder by St. Louis'
Willie McGee in the sixth, leading to an inning-ending double
play.
In the seventh, the Braves
broke through after two outs.
Javy Lopez and Mark Lemke
singled before Blauser, the
second-leading hitter in the NL,
sliced a double down the rightfield line. Glavine tho pve himself some insurance with a single
to left that brought home Blauser.
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Sports
BRIEFS
Murray All-Stars defeat Marshall County
Murray-Calloway County's under-10 girls' all-stars defeated two teams from
Marshall County last week in soccer acbon.
Monday nights victory was a 2-1 win over Benton with Lauren Clemson
scoring a second-half goal. The winning goal came on a corner kick by Chelsea Cleaver. Thursday nights game at Calvert City saw the all-stars down 1-0
at half, but two goals by McKenzie Hoffman in the second half delivered a
victory The winning goal came with 12 seconds left in the contest.

PONY LEAGUE
Peoples Bank recorded a 1-0 victory over Mr. Gauls on May 12. Brad
Thurmond was the winning pitcher with 10 strikeouts in five innings. Drew
Henry led the hitting attack with the game's only
coming oft a triple. Greg
Wilson added a double, while Zach Lovett and Matt Oakley each had singles.
Henry fanned three in relief. For Mr. Gattis, Adam Glisson singled with Derek
McCallum and Aaron Cowan doing the pitching.

nal.

FROM PAGE 6

a championship ring after 12
NBA seasons.

New York never recovered
from a Game 5 brawl that resulted in the suspension of five
Knicks, including starters John
Starks and Larry Johnson for
Game 7. Johnson, Patrick Ewing
and Allan Houston were suspended for leaving the bench during the melee, while no players
left the Heat bench.
"They know the rules; we
know the rules," Miami's Isaac
Austin said. "We didn't clear the
bench; they cracked as a team."
Ewing led New York in Game
7 with 37 points and 17 rebounds, but he'll remain without

-They robbed me of a great
opportunity," Ewing said of his
Game 6 suspension. "I don't feel
like I did anything to deserve to
be suspended, but that's the way
the NBA is."
The Knicks stumbled into the
offseason with their first threegame losing streak since November. Despite acquiring Johnson,
Houston, Williams and Chris
Childs last summer, New York
was eliminated in the second
round of the playoffs for the third
consecutive year.
"We can't look any further
than the nose on our face," Wil-

hams said. "Miami played hard
and showed a lot of courage.
They took on an experienced
team, and they capitalized on the
opportunity they had. They're going on, and we're going home."
The Heat finished off New
York from long range, hitting 11
of 24 3-pointers in Game 7.
Mourning, who had one 3-pointer
during the regular season, made
his second in as many games.
Austin added the first of his
career.
The Heat scored 18 consecutive points in the first quarter and
led 49-32 at halftime. When New
York closed to 92-85 with 1:13
left, Miami hit nine of 12 free
throws to clinch the win.

A sellout crowd of 14,870 was
perhaps the loudest, most enthusiastic in Miami basketball history. Since 1982, home teams
have gone 24-2 in Game 7s.
Chicago has the home-court
advantage in the final. Miami is
2-2 against the BOA this season,
handing them one.oPonly two defeats at United Center on Dec. 7.
"People didn't expect us to
beat the Knicks," Mourning said.
"People didn't expect us to win
the Atlantic Division. People
didn't expect us to do a lot of
things. If we sit back and listen
to all the critics, then we won't
get anything accomplished. We
block everybody out and use it as
inspiration."

"And the one year I've had the
most fun I've ever had ... all of a
sudden I win the award," he said.
Twenty players had at least
one vote in the balloting by the
115-member panel. Voters listed
five players in order of preference and points were awarded on
a 10-7-5-3-1 basis.
Detroit's Grant Hill was third
with 376 points, followed by
Miami's Tim Hardaway (238),
Charlotte's Glen Rice (134) and
Seattle's Gary Payton (105).

''lie's never stopped doing the
things we asked him to do," Jazz
coach Jerry Sloan said of Malone.
"As great as he's become, it's
due to hard work. Work has
never been something he's shied
away from."
This year, putting the lie to
sports pundits' predictions of a
downturn in his performance,
Malone - who turns 34 in July
- scored over 2,000 points for
an NBA record 10th consecutive
season. He also passed Jerry
West for 10th place on the
league's career scoring list with
25,592 points, just 22 points behind Alex English.
Malone is one of just five players who have 25,000 points and
10,000 rebounds.

,
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BRONCO LEAGUE
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Last Thursday, Coles, Inc., defeated Elite Builders 8-5. Coles, Inc., was
led by Clint Johnson with a single and double. Brandon Thurmond hit an
inside-the-park home run. Jacob Darnall had a double and Greg Ryan had a
single. Elite Builders was led by Derek Chandler with a double. Nick Warner.
Drew Myatt and Chad Culp all had singles. Myatt pitched a complete game
and struck out seven.

lip

MUSTANG LEAGUE I

30

On May 15, Wee Care topped Murray Professional Firefighters 6-1. Seth
Asher had an inside-the-park home run with Luke Pritchett adding a single.
Asher had eight strikeouts and Kent Erwin finished with three Ks. MPF had
hits from Jacob Young, triple; Bradly Black, single; Randy Finch, single; and
Dustin Wilson, single.

SCOREBOARD

I

Sponsored By

The Insurance Center
of Murray

•Malone...
FROM PAGE 8
Utah's perennial All-Star said
he had not talked to Jordan about
the award but predicted the two
"might say something before tipoff" if Utah and Chicago meet
in the NBA Finals
To tearful Jazz owner Larry
Miller fell the duty of presenting
the MVP trophy at the news
conference.
"l'm just as proud of you as I
can be," he told Malone.
Malone, who had been holding
his young son, first handed Karl
Jr. to his wife Kay, sitting off
stage, before accepting the award.
Another ceremony was scheduled with NBA commissioner
David Stern before tonight's
Game 1 of the Utah-Houston

Western Conference Finals
matchup.
Malone, whose best previous
MVP finish were thirds in
1988-89 and 1994-95, averaged
27.4 points, 9.9 rebounds and 4.5
assists in leading Utah to the best
record in the Western Conference
at 64-18.
He was second in scoring,
sixth in field goal percentage
(55.0) and 11th in rebounding
this season.
Malone acknowledged he had
thought about the MVP award
and his personal statistics early in
his career, but later took the advice of his mother, Shirley Turner, who beamed from her seat.
"When you stop thinking about it, it will happen," he said
she told him.

Malone and Jordan were the
only players named on all 115
ballots. Besides his 63 firsts, Malone received 48 seconds and
four thirds. Jordan had 61 seconds and two thirds to go with
his 52 firsts.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

day socear, bato play

'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355
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•Woods...
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MAJOR LEAGUES
American Lamigue
All Time. CDT
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W
L Pct, Gal
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683 28 13
New York
25
18 .581
4
Toronto
21
19 .525
Detroit
19 23
452 WA
Boston
4C0 ll'A
16 24
Contrail Division
Pd. GB
W
Kansas City
20 20 .500 Carreland
20 20
500 MMraukee
487
'A
19 20
Chicago
18 22
450 2
'Oneida
17 26
356 il'A
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Texas
575 23 17
Seattle
23
19
548 1
Anaheim
19
21
525 2
Oakkind
17 27
386 8
Sunday's Games
Cleveland 8. Toronto 6
Minneacka 7. Boston 5
Detroit 6, Kansas City 5
Texas 1, N.Y. Yankees 2
Anaheim 5. Milwaukee 4
Chicago White Sox 10, Oakland 4
Baltimore 8, Seattle 7
Monday's Game
Seattle (Moyer 3-0) a Anaheim (Langston 2-2),
906 p.m.
Only game scheduled
Tuomdey's Games
Kansas City (Rusch 2-2) at Civeland (Nagy
5-2), 605 p.m.
Toronto (Hempen 4-1) at N.Y. Yankees (Penitte
8-1), 615 p.m.
Detroit (Divans 2-2) at Baltimore (Kamieriedd
2-2). 6:35 p.m.
Minnesota (F.Rodriguez 1-3) at Milwaukee
(Eldred 4-4), 7:05 p.m.
Bomin (Wakefietd 1-2) at Chicago White Sox
(Navarro 3-2), 7:05 p.m.
Oakland (Prieto 3-2) at Texas (VAtt 6-0). 735
p.m.
Seattle (Fuser° 0-1) at Anaheim (Dickson 6-1),
905 p.m.
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Sunday's Games
Philadelphia 5, Houston 3
Montreal 7. Los Angelis. 4
Florida 5, Pittsburgh 3, 10 innings
NY, Meta 10, Colorado 4
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Chicago Cute 5, San Francisco 3
Cincinnati 5, San Diego 0
Atlanta 5. St. 1.01.14 1
Monday's Gaines
2-2) at Cincinnati (Schourek
San Dingo
2-3). 1135 am.
Los Angeles (Martinez 3-2) at Montreal (Juden

(Ashby

3-0). 1235 p.m.
Coaxed., (Burke 0-0) at N.Y. Meta (Reynosa
2-0), 12:40 p.m.
San Franoisw (Fernandez 3-3) at Chicago Cubs
(Trachsel 1-4), ' 1:20 p.m.
Houston (Klee 3-2) at PhiddelpNa (Maduro 3-4).
605 p.m.
St Louis (Sloelerrnre 2-2) at Atisnta (Neagh'
6-0), 6:40 p.m.
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Gamak N.Y. Meta (Reed 3.2) at Florida (Brown 4-2),
605 p.m.
Montreal(Herrnanson 1-2) at Atlanta Made 1-3).
6:40 p.m.
Philadelphia (Mishit 3-4) at Chicago Cubs
(Castillo 2-5). 7:05 p.m
Pittsburgh (Lciaza 4-0) at St. Louis (D.Jackson
705
Inditnatr;rnikty 3-6) at iicusion (Wal 1.1).
705 p.m.
Los Angeles (Valdes 2-4) at San Diego (Htchcock 3-4), 905 p.m.
Colorado (Bailey 4-3) at San Francisco (VanLanclingham 1-2). 905 pm.

d

NBA PLAYOFFS
All Times CDT
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
Saturday, May 17
Houston 96. Seattle 91. Houston wins series 4-3
Sunday, May 18
Liana 101, New York 90, Mani wins series 4-3
CONFERENCE FINALS
(B•st-ol-7)
Monday, May 19
Houston at Utah. 710 p.m.
Tuesday, May 20
Mani at Chicago. 730 pm
Wednesday, May 21
Houston a Utah, 730 p.m.
Thursday, May 22
Mani at Chicago,
p.m.
Friday, May 23
Utah at Houston. 730 pm.
Saturday, Nay 24
Chicago at Marl, 2:30 pm
Sunday, May 25
Utah at Houston, 2:30 p.m.
Monday, May 26
Chicago at Marra 2:30 pm
Tuesday, May 27
Houston at Utah. 8 p.m., if necessary
Wedneedity, May 28
Mani at Chicago. 8 p.m, It necessary
Thursday, May 29
at Houston, 8 p.m., It necessary
Friday, May 30
Chicago at Marra, 8 pm. if necessary
Sunday, Jun* 1
Houston at Utah. TBA, If necessary
Liana at Chicago, TBA, It necessary

Utah

The final two holes were then
played in an unbelievable tunnel
of noise as many in a total gallery of 100,000 jammed around
Woods. And Woods responded
with that winning smile and
waved almost shyly to the adoring crowd.
"It was hard not to," Woods
said about acknowledging the
wild cheers. "It kept getting
louder and louder as I got closer
to the greens."
Woods is now the secondyoungest person in the history of
pro golf to get five victories.
Horton Smith, who played in the
1920s, had seven wins before he
was 21.
But Woods' five victories in
his first 16 pro tournaments is
unmatched. Smith won only two
of his first 16 starts.
And three victories in eight
starts this year puts Woods on a
path with some of the best years
ever. Jack Nicklaus won seven of
18 in 1973. Jimmy Demaret won
six of 12 in 1940. Smith's best
year was eight of 22 in 1929.
The best year ever was by Ben
Hogan, who won five of six tournaments in 1953, including the
Masters, the U.S. Open and the
British Open.
The $324,000 first prize gave
Woods $1,294,591 for the year
and put him on a path to break
the single-season money record
of $1.7 million. The victory also
gave Woods $2,085,185 in winnings in just 16 tournaments making him the youngest and the
fastest to get to the $2 million
mark.

The previous record for money
won in the first two years on tour
was $1.86 million by David
Duval, and it took him 49 events.
"Playing like this means a lot
to you, it really does," Woods
said after winning with a game he
rated as a C-plus effort. "It goes
to show that if you think well and
you have a good short game, you
can win."
Fortunately, he also had Harmon, the coach who has taken
Woods' swing to the next level.
"I saw him on TV last night,"
Harmon said Sunday morning,
"and it was the worst I've seen
him swing in a long time."

w etcolnes
Renee Ridley, ARNP
Family Nurse Practitioner
The physicians and staff of Primary Care
Medical Center are proud to announce the
association of Renee Ridley, ARNP as a Nurse
Practitioner. As a Nurse Practitioner, Renee
received instruction in the diagnosis and treatment of patients in both .an outpatient and an
inpatient setting. She will be working closely with the physicians as a trained
professional provider of primary care.
Renee received her Master of Science Degree in Nursing in the Family Nurse
Practitioner Track at Murray State in 1996. She graduated with high honors from the
Nurse Practitioner program, and as an undergraduate at Murray State University, she
graduated Summa Cum Laude. Renee is a native of Hardin, Ky. where she resides
with her busband and two children. Renee comes to Primary Care Medical Center
with a well-diversified training in preventing, diagnosing, and treating illnesses of a
primary care nature.
The physicians and staff are excited to have Renee Ridley, ARNP join them in the
practice of primary care. With Renee's assistance, we will continue to provide to the
people of our area quality medical care in a timely manner.

Every boat owner knows that boats come with special
problems - like where to get boat insurance that won't scuttle
your plans for fun. Fortunately, as an independent Grange
Insurance agent, I can offer you the coverage and personal
service you need to keep you sailing
smoothly for years to come. Call me
today for more information about
Grange Boat Insurance.
Your partner in protection

7:304 p.m.

8111 S. 4th 9t.

7534831

759-9200
Joyce Hughes, M.D.
Hollis Clark, M.D.
Robert Hughes, M.D.
Michael Adams, M.D.

901 Sycamore, Murray
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in the bottom half of the inning.
The Tigers added single runs
in both the fifth and sixth frames,
while Fulton scored its final two
runs in the sixth.
Murray outhit Fulton 9-5.
O'Shea Hudspeth was 2-for-3
with a double and three RBIs for
the Tigers while Shane Andrus
was 2-for-4 with a double and
two RBIs.
Jake Thurmond, who pitched
the fifth inning, got the win. He
and four other Tiger pitchers
combined for 12 strikeouts. Murray committed three errors to Fulton's two.

Primary Care Medical Center

Trust
Your
Grange
Agent To
Help You Stay Afloat.

171011ki

FROM PAGE 8
8-5 at Ty Holland field in the
regular season finale.
With the win, Murray, which at
one time stood at 2-9, closed out
the regular campaign with an
11-10 record. The Tigers, the
two-time defending regional
champions, face Marshall County
Tuesday at 4:30 in the Fourth
District tournament at
Draffenville.
Murray took a 4-0 lead Saturday with two runs in each of the
first two innings. After Fulton cut
the margin to 4-3 in the third,
Murray answered with two more
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CLASSIFIED
CIASSIFIED AD RATES
falPIQY AI
$6.00 Coiumn Inch
40% Ohcount 2nd itun,
410% Diecoure MI Run.
MI SAO Mat AP NAP 4 Day Paled)
$200 per column Inch extra for
Tuescicry (Shopping Guide).

010
020
025
040
050
060
070
090
100

Reader Adl
300 per word. $6.00 minimum
lit day.64 per wont per day far
each additional consecutive

day. $2.00 extra to Shopper
(Tues. Classdliods go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 OXACI tOf
biind box ads.

110

iricaszlitiL2LEtePaisl
A $2.00 tee will be required to make

arty camp.* 10 od alter deadline.

010

110

Card or
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic A Childcare
Position Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or fride

Latial
Nolte*

The Calloway County Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for the removal of
existing underground storage tanks and
installation of new underground storage
tanks, or the interior lining and product
piping upgrade for existing underground
storage tanks located at the Calloway
County Bus Garage. Bid packages can be
picked up at the Calloway County School
Board Office located at 2110 College Farm
Road, Murray, Ky. All the bids must be
received at the Calloway County School
Board Office no later than 1:00 p.m. CST on
May 30, 1997.
020

Notice

Notice

Paschall Salvage
has a new phone number

498-6299
Store Hours: 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Weekdays
8 a.m.-12 p.m. Saturdays
Hwy. 641 S. - 1/4 mile from Hazel, Ky.
Ya 1/ Come

Looking for a unique
Father's Day Gift?
Make Dad a hero!
He'll never forget
birthdays, anniversaries or
special occasions with the

National Reminder Service
Only $39 for Lifetime
Membership

75341175 to order

HALEY'S

nfin
Notice

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'tree Iocal clalm servce'

20LB LP Gas Refills,
$5.95 Wad. B&B Brokers,
701 S 121h St.

FREE Pregnancy Tests.
Lifehouse. 753-0700.
GLIDDEN PAINT CLOSEOUT! $5 00 A gal., all
paints & stains, as long as
stock last. Black's Decorating Center, 701 S 4th St.,
Murray
HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1.00 Buys mens, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

Anstiversary
SALE
"Ares Rugs"
4x6 From $29
6x9 From $49
9x12 From $159
Handmade Wool
Area Rugs Also
On Sole
Flays:ma Avallabn

Open Sat Iii 4X

10/1).lid
Hwy 641 Purvey. TN
rns S el Hazel. Ky

UglyPuck

901-496-6161

MRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

CERAMIC TILE
15,000 sq.ft. in stock priced from

99`p.s.f.

MYERS Barber Shop in
Hazel now open 5 days.
With new barber Al & new
owner Bill. Regular hair cut
$6. 492-8277.
REVOLUTIONARY new
weight loss program 'slender now" is finally available
in our area. Guaranteed to
lose weight or your money
back Call for free cassette.
(502)527-0881 or
(800)434-6918

HARDWOOD
1st quality from

$2.89

per sq. ft.

LAMINATE FLOORING f. THE PEONIES
And Of Course The Largest Stock
ARE BLOOMING!
Of 1st Quality Carpet and Area Rugs.
-, Over 50 Varieties At
BERBER or RESIDENTIAL CARPET
BETHEL•
For

23' p.s.f

($1.99 per sq. yd.)

Hwy 641 rcn,77—et
1,2 mi South
of Hazel Ky liiL'1Ji/'0
901-448-8161

240
Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290...........healing And Cooling
300
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
340
Houses For Rent
360
for Rent Or Lease

127 Terminal Rd
Behind Wencks
Amu Frce Gor
Clarksville, TN
615-552-8787

If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

Old Springer
Spaniel - Chocolate
& White. Nearly
blind and deaf.
Very old. Lost in
Coldwater area.
Call 489-2854

060
Help
Wanted
ASSISTANT Restaurant
Manager is needed for ou
restaurant in Murray. $350
weekly salary plus monthly
bonus is possible for the
right person. The successful applicant should be
energetic, mature acting,
dependable, and able to
get the job done. Must be
able to work days, nights &
weekends. Fast food experience is preferred. Send
resume to: Restaurant
Manager, PO Box 1040-S,
Murray, KY 42071.
BABYSITTER needed References a must. Call between 8am to 10am for
interview. 437-4619.
CUSTOMER Service Assistant. Excellent phone
skills, consumer complaint
experience preferred.
Apply in person, Mid
America Homes, 641 By
Pass, Benton, KY. Equal
Opportunity Employer.
DRIVERS- Sharkey Transportation has OTR & regional positions avail, in our
dry & refrigerated div for
drivers w/ CDL A-H. Our
drivers enjoy a competitive
compensation/ benefit pkg.
that includes no premium
for full family health ins.
wkly home time & much
more! Please call us for all
information.
the
1-800-354-8945
EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home.
Start now. No experience.
Free supplies, Into No obligation. Send LSASE to:
ACE, Dept, 1209 Box 5137,
Diamond Bar, CA 91765.

GARDENS

Special
Hosta Sale ;

753-2993
1
Tues -Sat 10 ant -5 pin
".•

•t-

060

s

050
FloommMe
Wanted
FEMALE looking for roommate; roomy house on
Olive $133/mo Call
753-0494

FOUND in Campbell Estates grey cat with white
paws, golden eyes, blue
collar
762-3808,
759-1830
LOST Rat Terrier, female,
black and white, spotted
red collar, blue rabies tag
Name Nikki In area of Hwy
1346, family pet Reward!
437-1797

EXPERIENCED carpenter
in custom finish & framing
436-2766.

Henry County
Medical Center

INTERESTED in a career
in Real Estate? Training
and support systems available. Coldwell Banker
Woods and Associates.
753-1651,414 So. 12th St,
Murray, KY.

has registered nurse
positions available
in
Med./Surg.,
Peds., Psych. and
CCU. Shifts 3-11
and 7p-7a. Excellent salary and benefits.
CaU 901-644-8256
For More
Information

LIMITED full time and part
time child care available at
Play Academy. Licensed
centered with small group
sizes, two infant/ toddler
classes and multi-age preschool. We take dropins.
Visit at 115 So 13th St or
call Tonya at 762-0090

OTR truck driver Conventional tractor, (van), be
home regular. Must have at
least 1yr experience Call
753-0912

Send complete resume to:
Sales Manager
P.O. Box 2249
Clarksville, TN 37042

A Company Who
Cares About You
We care enough to offer:
'Appointment Generation Programs
'Company Training
•401K Retirement Plan
•$40,000+ Income
•Weekly Bonus Plan
•Advancement Opportunities
We need qualified, professional in appearance,
ladies and gentlemen immediately.
No experience necessary.
You Owe It To Yourself and Your Family To Find
Out More. This Could be the Last Ad Call
You Ever Make!
To join the fastest growing team in the world,
providing a fast track to management come to
Shoney's Inn, Wednesday, May 21, at 5:30 meeting room 303. If you can't make the meeting fax a
resume to (502) 575-3218 Att. Kevin Brown.

YARD
SALE
71-‘) SEASON
UNITISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAYE
1 insertion
'7.50
2 insertions
3 insertions

•L5.00
Ads must

be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3
Monday Edition
Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
I
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3
Friday Edition
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-W16 or come by

Ntiirray Ledger & Times

Murray, KY 42071.

Classified Department

••
\

PART time maintenance.
Must have good manners,
be polite, and work well with
people. Lawn skills required. Starting pay $6/hr.
Apply at Hilldale Apartments office, 7-3 Mon-Fri.
EOE. 437-4113.

SALES $35,000- $100,000
+/ yr. No exp req.- PT/ FT.
territory.
Open
1-800-365-7550 ext 72326.
SPORTMAN'S Anchor
Marina summer store clerk
position, 3-5 days a week.
Call for interview and job
application Mon -Fri,
9am-4pm only 354-6568.
THE BRASS LANTERN
RESTAURANT in Aurora,
KY. Students apply now for
part time kitchen work
through Summer and Fall.
474-2773 open evenings.
THE United States Department of Agriculture will be
hiring temporay summer
workers as field assistants
to measure Dark Fire and
Dark Air-Cured tobacco
crops in the field. Applications may be secured at the
FSA Office, 88 Robertson
Road South. Applicants
must be 18 years of age or
17 years of age if a high
school graduate. EEO.

Did you ever wonder what it
would be like to work for one?

'12.50

PAINTERS- Blacks decorating center is recruiting for
painters. Interested persons should leave voice
mail message by calling
(502)759-8609. Recruiting
will run thru Friday, May 23,
1997. No walk- in applications accepted. Equal Opportunity Employer.

POSITION open for part
time secretary (25 hours
per week). Requires good
typing, computer and communication skills. Send resume, including references
to: P.O.Box 1040Y, Murray,
KY 42071.

Captain D's Largest and Best Franchisee
has General Management opportunities
available in the Southeast Region. Previous General Restaurant Manager experience is necessary. Earn a great Salary
with Benefit package and a wonderful
Bonus opportunity. A generous relocation allowance is also available. Please
call Karen Rollins at 1-800-285-1077,
ext. #100 for an interview in your area.

SECRETARY- Growing

,

MANAGER Trainee Becornea part of the S1 office
of a Fortune 500 Co. We
are searching for a strong,
goal oriented leader who is
a self-starter to assist in
opening and developing
our business in the West
MURRAY business seeks Kentucky area. This indivimanager with computer & dual must be willing to
collections experience. travel to Nashville once or
Send resume to: 1203-B S twice a week. We offer a
Ury, Union City, TN 38261. progressive and liberal
MURRAY Christian compensation structure. InAcademy is now accepting terested individuals should
applications for certified send your resume to:
P.O.Box 682252, Franklin,
teachers grades K-8th
TN 37068-2252.
Please call 759-1321.

WCVQ/WABD has an immediate opening for an
Advertising Sales Account Manager. We are
looking for a self-motivated, energetic and goal
oriented person to call on accounts in the Clarksville, TN/Hopkinsville, KY markets.
Previous sales experience with a radio background
is preferred.
This is an excellent opportunity for the right
candidate.

E.O.E.
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OFFICE HOURS;
Mon.-Fd. 730 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

WIl
Val
trUS

• D•odliniss aro 2 days
hi advancol

Cal
WC
my

060

HEAVY equipmant & diesel
mechanic. Benefits + pay
based on experience. Pick
up application at: 719 S 4th
St.

FULL-TIME

FULL time position for RN
or LPN at Primary Care
Medical Center Send resume to. P.O.Box 1040 P.

Motorcycles
Auto Servicts
Spon Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Produce
Free ColumWanted

Help
Wented

EXPERIENCED operators.
Must be able to operate
dozer, moto-grader also
must be able to fine grade_
Local references drug
screen. Apply at J A Felden job trailer in Paris, TN,
7 30arn-3:30pm. Pvl-F

Co seeking secretary for
the accounting department
Must have basic secretarial
skills, experience with
Microsoft Windows 95, Office 97 a plus. Excellent
benefit package. Send letter of application & resume
with references to. Attn
Controller, PO Box 790,
Murray, KY 42071.

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
550...
.560
570

Help
Wanted

FULL time clerk/ technician. Experience not required. Send resume/ reply
w/work history to: P.O.Box
LOST: wedding set at 1040V, Murray, KY 42071.
Boones Laundry Mat. FULL-time position for poPlease return it. Call tential retail store manager
762-5100, leave message Call 753-2226, after 6pm
for Jon Hollaway_ Nice
for appointment/ interview
Reward!

EUROPEAN Skin Care
Company, establishing
sales team. Teach Pure
Swiss skin care & color.
Located off 94 East " Immediate openings, part &
12 miles from Murray. *
fut1 time. Unlimited income,
Follow Signs
cash bonuses, Hawaii,
Mercedes Benz. Quality
training and management
program Please call now.
Tracy 1-502-522-8147.

$4.00..

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

LOST

For Sale or Lease
365
370 Commercial Properly for Sale
Pets & Supplies
380
Livestock & Supplies
390
Yard Sale
400
Public Sale
410
Home Loans
420
Real Estate
410
Lake Property
435
Lots For Sale
440
Farms 14s!
450
Homes For Sale
460

Help
Wanted

Last
And Found

Advedlsers am requested
So check the lkst Insertion
of IN* ads far any error.
Murray Lirdsiorat limos will
be responsibletor only one
Incorrect Insertion. My error should be repotted Immediately so corrections
can be made.

Happy Birthday

In Memory

Want To Buy
150
Articles For Shie
........ Appliances
155.
Home Furnidungs
160
Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170
Lawn & Garden
180
Farm Equipment
190
Heavy Equipment
195
200.... .... ..Sports Equipment
Firewood
210
Musical
220 .

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981

020

call

Thanks
140

020
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Notice
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CALL 753-1916

TO PLACE
AN AD
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p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

TRUCK Driver needed for
local business M-F day
trips only Current COL,
medical card & clean driving record required Send
replys to. PO Box 1446,
Murray, KY 42071.

/ ALPINE
Nxicrad6Nciakik

•
Tapes
Clarion
4
$

CD•

Dixieland Center

753-0113

6.95

X

400 styles to select from

LIVE
with
Mor
Othi
Ha
751

FREE

SU I

Formal Wear and Limousine
41111641K
TUXEDOS - '97 NEW 97 STYLES
'97 Charms

304 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

w
1-5F
Res,
ter.

NOW HIRING
Hourly Managers

=1.

For our rapidly expanding Western KY &
Metropolis markets. We offer paid vacation,stock purchase plan,flexible hours,
excellent training with many opportunities for advancement. Pay based on
experience Send resume to:

AN1
call
or n

CAS
rifle
tols
Goc
Murr

McDonald's, 107 N. 12th,
Murray, KY 42071

OLO
recc
label
Voc
Okel
tone
quer
Jenn
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recoi

IMMEDIATE
POSITION AVAILABLE
Advertising Sales Representative
Full-time sales position available for a highly,
self-motivated individual. Must have a de-

pendable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance,
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
gas allowance.

STAI
spec
tract

Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Lodger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

WAts
pole.
or 4:

Mattel, Inc. the world's leading play company has opening at its Murray, Ky.facility
for the following position.
COST ACCOUNTANT
B.S. degree in accounting required. Thorough understanding of financial, manufacturing and cost accounting principles.
Basic understanding of business statistics, auditing and accounting internal
control. Computer proficient in spreadsheets, words processing and database
software. Solid analytical skills required.
Please send resume indicating current
salary to:
Mattel, Inc.
Employment Manager
307 Poor Farm Road E.
Murray, KY 42071

Full-Time

Grounds

Position:

Temporary
Keeper

Qualifications:

Must be at least 18 years of age and
possess Kentucky drivers license.
Must have basic knowledge of
operating push mower, gas powered stringtrimrner and hedgers,
riding mower, chemical application, pruning and minor landscaping.

070
Domes*
& Childcare

WILL dean houses. References. Reasonable rates.
437-4064.

Can

1-U8-367-6757
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713

ANNOUNCEMENT OF VACANCY

HOUSE & office cleaning.
Fast, efficient & reasonPhone
able.
(502)753-6199.

Pap
Chi

s

S1 r

WELDER & pipe fitter, and
licensed plumbers. Apply in
person at Ernie Davis &
Son's mechanical job
trailer, 1421 St Rt 121 N.,
Murray, KY. Regional Special Event Center.

HOUSE dewing & commercial cleaning. Call Lou
474-8340.

star
FRE
Loa

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
_ 25 yrs. In Business —

Mattel Is An Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F/D/V
No Phone Calls Please

EXPERIENCED cleaning
lady desires house cleaning
position 489-2443, after
4pm.

200
Mul
ter
Ton
FR I
$19
seal

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
IA A. Il../11 CO

WANTED: Full time salesperson, salary plus commission Apply in person at
Mr. Mattress, 706 N 12th
(JC Penney shopping
center).

CLEANING is my business.
Home or office. Call Linda,
759-9553.

133
Mu
Col
w/i
sof
753

Report to:

Director of Maintenance and/or
Principal

Applications: Interested person should pick up an
application at the Murray Board
Office and submit to:

Deadline:

Murray Board of Education
208 South 13th Street
Murray, KY 42071
may 23, 1997

The Murray Independent School District does not
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex,
national origin, marital status, age, or disability in its
educational prognuns and activities, including vocational education, or employment practices.

'I
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110

070
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Want
To Buy

Far.
Equipment

ROOM To Grow Preschool,
a reputable, prestigious
center with certified
teacher, low leacher/ child
ratios, -openings available
for one to three year olds.
Enroll your child today! Call
753-6578 to learn more about this innovative child development center.

WANTED. Riding mowers
that need work 436-2867.

FORD tractor 801, good
condition, ready for farming
with 4 implements, $4600
759-1604

WILL babysit in my home.
Meals furnished. $55 week.
Lynn Grove area. Call
435-4553, after 6pm.

1996 PANASONIC KXF1600 fax machine Must
sell 759-5825 Ask for Mr
Cho.

WANT to buy. Full set of
quilting frames. Call
753-1610

120

111M101•011Mir

Comptders
133 MHz Intel PENTIUM
Multi-Media Corporate
Computer 16BM/1.6GB
w/1 FREE training- FREE
software. Only $1499.00.
753-7001.
200 MHz INTEL PENTIUM
Multi-Media Home Computer 32MB/2.1GB w/15 M
Tons of FREE softwareFREE training. Only
$1999.00. Hawkins Research 753-7001.

dio

sic

-0113

Homy
Equipment
Articles
For Saki

11M•1

ES

.6757
.1300
-4713

SEE us for your barn or root
metal. Cut to length. Covers 36 inches, many colors.
Economy Metal & Supply
Co. 489-2722.
SOLID Oak entertainment
center, 4 doors, $198. Pecan buffet, large, $185.
Twin mattress still in plastic, $60. Call 753-6882.
155
Appliances
30INCH Frigidaire stove,
almost new, $200.
753-3584 leave message.

140

.Y &
vac-

tuniI on

ye

ghly,
deollent
ince,
and

Want

0.4

240

Sport*
Equipment
BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744 Pistols,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies.
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
240
Miscellaneous
VINYL flooring buyers...
Want a real deal? Red tag
sale in progress now dim
May 31st Select rolls of
vinyl flooring at *cut to the
bone' prices. Ideal for rental property or anyone
who likes a real bargain.
First come, first serve.
Bring your truck. Paschall
Salvage, '4 mile from
Hazel on Hwy 641 S.
498-6299.

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. 753-9433 day
or night.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
OLD RECORDS: 78 RPM
records especially on
labels such as; Paramont,
Vocalion, Champion,
Okeh, Supertone, Silvertone, Perfect, ORS, Conqueror, Superior, Herwin,
Jennett, Broadway, Brunswick, Crown; Many others,
Also outside horn, photographs & 1950's 45 RPM
records. (901)753-4144.

1975 NEW Yorker with new
carpet & vinyl, cha +gas
heater, washer & dryer,
table and chairs, utility pole,
2 car carport plus 2 porches. Call 753-4094, after
4pm.

1981 MODEL 14X70, 2br,
large bath, high ceiling, living room, step up dining
room & kitchen & also
JOHN Deere 48in cu
mower with sulky riding at comes with 12X18 decl &
tachment and grass utility pole. $7,000
catcher. Very dependable (502)527-5766.
14 HP Kawasaki engine.
Used approx. 480 hours. 1982 14X70 3br, 1Y, bath,
$1300. Ideal for mowing large living room & kitchen.
$5,200 obo. Call 489-2605.
large lawns. 753-4573.
TORO 12hp 32in cut. Still 1985 14X70 FLEEThas warranty. Can be seen WOOD, 2br, 1 bath,
at Keith's Lawn & Tractor, $10,000. 489-2558, leave
message
80 E Main.
Lawn &
Garden

1990 ROPER riding
mower. 16hp, 44in cut.
$750. 436-2463.

1985 14X70 trailer on 1
acre lot, has septic but
needs new well. Almo area.
$15,000. 759-2484.

USED push mowers for
sale & small engine repair.
753-0260.

1991 14X80 3BR, 2 bath,
off Hwy 121. Call 345-2456.
1992 CLAYTON doubiewide, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths.
Must be moved. Call after
6pm. 753-9615.

STANDING TIMBER- any
species, large or small
tracts. 502-753-2533.
2010 JOHN Deere tractor,
53hp, real good shape.
$5500. Call 759-9954.

1995 16X80 38R, 2 bath
mobile home on 5.5 acres.
All fenced, has barn &
pond Very secluded off 04
E Call 474-2111, after
6pm
CLEAN 1994 Classic
16x80 with 7x14 deck. 3
Bedrooms, 2 full baths,
central electric h/a, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
drapes. Must be moved,
$19,000 753-9760 leave
message
MOBILE home in subdivision, 3 miles south of Mayfield. 3BR, 14 bath, 20x20
workshop. 247-0648.
NEW 16X80 3br, 2 bath, del
& set, w/A/C, $203 per
month. New 28X80 4br, 2
bath,del & set, w/A/C,$473
per month. New 28X56 3br,
2 bath, del & set, w/A/C,
$350 per month Call
502-'767-9787.
PRICED to sell. 28X52,'79
Celtic, 3br, 2 full baths
Good condition. Local calling, 519-1880.
280

Moans
Homes For Riot
2BR, nice, appliances &
water furnished. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.

DOUBLEWIDE trailer at
Stella on private lot,
WEDDING PACKAGE. Af- $450/mo plus deposit
fordable, romantic, elegant. 753-4058.
Planned just for you. Includes little chapel, or285
dained minister, music,
Mobile
flowers, bridal gown, m-o-h
Horne Lots For Rent
dress, tuxedos, videos &
photos. Honeymoon suite, NEW mobile home lot, all
jacuzzi and limousine. On services provided, $90/mo.
beautiful KY Lake. Recent models need only
1-888-367-6757 or apply. 753-7953.
753-1300 free info. Mr. J's
Formal Wear & Limousine.
3on
Business
270
Rentals
Mobile
Horne* For Saki

180

To guy

WANTED: 200 AMP power
pole Please call 753-7050
or 474-8050.

071

TOWMOTOR 4000 pound
forklift. Gasoline powered,
$1500. See at Hill Electric,
1300 Hillwood.

MOWERS 753-8292

ALMOND Whirlpool
6.99 PER megabyte for washer & dryer, $350/pr.
standard 72 pin MEMORY. 901-247-3986.
FREE installation required
Located 8 Inches east of
150
Papa John's Pizza. 1304
Home
Chestnut 753-7001.
Furnishing*
LIVE INTERNET training MAY Red Tag Sale. All
with FREE manual, 6-9PM items reduced throughout
Monday's. $49 prepaid. the store. Living room, bedOther subjects available. room, dining room, reclinHawkins R•s•arch ers & bedding & much
753-7001.
more. Save! Carraway FurSUMMER Computer niture, 105 N 3rd.
Camp for Kids ages 6-14. 753-1502.
1 week long, 8-12AM or
165
1-5PM,$149. Call Hawkins
Research today and regisAntiques
ter 753-7001.
ANTIQUE clocks, excellent
condition. 762-0394.

rters

Mobile
Homes Fer

1 cirr,

150

WILL babysit in my home 30 GALLON aquarium with
Mon-Fri. Southwest Dis- equipment. 753-5533.
trict. Have references.
4 WHEELER- ATV tires, 15
492-8399_
sizes in stock, motorcycle
WILL clean your home tires available. Over 800
Very reasonable rates, used tires. University Tire &
trustworthy & dependable Auto, 1406 Main St, MurCall 489-2199
ray. 753-4994.
WOULD like to babysit in
my home. Call 759-9216

320

270

Doommode
& Childcare

2BR trailer for sale.
753-9866.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

New Buildings
All Sizes Available

All Sizes
Available

753-5585
120
Apartments
For Rent
1BR duplex, appliances
furnished, 412 N 5th St.
$250/mo. 759-4696.

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week. (13 week minimum)

bornan3tes.
atis)rnal
ead3ase
ired.

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

Ed's Wheel Alignment

rrent

Alignment & Complete Brake Service,
Struts and Shocks etc.
Mon -Fri. Edmoa Jones, Owner
101 Olive St.
15021 753-1351
Murray, KY 42071 7004:00

KTN CARPET CLEANING
Carpet • Upholstery
1 (800) 642-7740

toyer

the 800 nurrter first. When you
hear a recorded message enter the
Access Code 85

Dial

SCY

rounds

ge and
icense.
Ige of
s powxlgers,
PPlicaindsca-

Jim Caylor
Ronnie England

David's Cleaning Services
"Cleaning'
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • and Driveways
• Parking Lots • Al Externr Cleaning • Acid Cleaning Available
David Borders
Phone
(502)759-4734
Insured
Completely Mobile
Cellular (502)853-1108

:adon

DOI

DOI

3-Ut

*
*
*
*

S

-8t

Formal Wear
and Limousine

xaupto

Over 20 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
Rentals begin at $29.99
Area's largest & only In Stock Formal Wear.
Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and McPherson.
Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding.
304 Main Street
Court Square West
Murray, KY 42071
Paris, TN 38242
(502) 753-1300
(901)642-5300
Weddings, Proms and Banquets

R.H. Nesbitt Masonry
Complete Residential Masonry
•Stone
•Brick
-Complete Foundations
-Blocks
Office 4924516 Pager 7424516 Mobile 753-6412-284

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

Tabers Body Shop
637 South 3rd
Auto Body Repair & 24-Hr. Towing (Large or Small)

753-3134
What a Way -to Start the Week!!

Lt. SEX,
y in its
ig voc-

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

INSURANCE

and/or

k up an
Board

753-1916

DIAL

- Dial Now —
Advertise Here/

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay.$760 on Part A;$100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

Homes
For Side

Motorcycles

3000S0 ft house in Gatesborough. 38R, 2.4 bath k,
formal dr, fern rm, eat in
kitchen_ Available June 1
No pets, deposit & lease
required Call 753-8251 after 5 or 753-6412-004 or
704-253-0827 after 4pm

1300 SO ft. 2br, 1 bath.
central Iva, 1 car garage.
recently remodeled 502
Olive $52,900 759-4960

LOOKING FOR
INVESTMENT
PROPERTY?

2BR, 1 bath A-frame, central h/a, close to lake
$32,500 436-5040

3 Apt. Brick Near
University Excellent
Income Producer

1 & 3BR apartments behind
Bradley Book Co., near
campus, appliances furnished. 759-4696.

3BR, 14 bath, stove, refrig, washer/ dryer, next to
campus, $600/mo, deposit/
lease required. 306
Broach. Call 753-0919 or
1-800-589-7956.

2YR old home,4 miles from
town, 3W,2 full baths,2civ
garage. Large lot and lots of
extras 753-4761

1BR, extra large duplex,
appliances furnished, 1628
Millar, Apt, B $275/rno
759-4696.
1BR, nice, appliances furnished. Coleman RE.
753-9898.
1BR, water & appliances
included, reference & deposit required. No pets
$225/mo. 753-3949 or
748-5924.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109.
1 ROOM furnished efficiency near AASU. Partical
utilities furnished. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
2 AND 3 bedroom apartments available! Come an
apply today! 'Carpeting
'Lots of closet space •
Range & refrigerator 'Central heat & air 'Laundry
room on site' Playground
'Handicap accessible 'Equal Housing Opportunity.
Office hours: M-F 7:30am
to 3:30pm Call 437-4113 or
TOD/ 1-800-545-1833 Ext
287.
2BR Duplex, appliances,
central heat & air, yard
maintained, $450
753-8096.
2BR Duplex, carport, appliances, lease, no pets,
$450/mo. 1817 Ridgewood
Dr. 753-7457.
2BR Duplex in Northwood,
$400/mo. 759-4406.
2BR duplex, appliances,
fenced backyard, $415/mo,
deposit. Available 5/9.
492-8393.

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 1,2 & 3BR apartments. Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr,
Murray, KY. 759-4984.
Housing
Equal
Opportunity.
AVAILABLE June 1st; Nice
2br duplexes, appliances
furnished, central h/a, no
pets. 435-4294.
BRAND new lbr, 1 bath
apartment $375/mo, 1mo
deposit. lyr lease. No pets.
753-2905 or 753-7536.

BRAND new 2br, 2 bath
duplex, garage, stove, re1BR efficiency apartment,
frigerator, w/d, deck.
641S. No pets. 492-8634.
Lease. No pets. 1706 Oakhill Dr. $600/mo. 753-7457.

Dial-A-Service

1/0

4r.

Homes
For Sala

I& 28R apartments Stove,
refrigerator, washer, dryer,
dishwasher, water, trash
pock-up & lawn care provided. Farmington Square.
Starts at $315/mo plus deposit. No pets. 762-4483 or
345-2748 after 4pm.

2BR, near MSU. Appliances furnished. Available now. Coleman RE.
4 CAR garage. 753-4509. 753-9898.
OFFICE space for rent Call 2 or 3BR duplex & a house
for rent. $350/mo. Call
753-7634.
753-3415.
OFFICE space for lease,
3BR,
2 bath duplex, w/d
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
hook-up, dishwasher.
753-8302 Of 753-9621
12mo lease with deposit.
SMALL office space $475/mo. Available June
753-4509 or 753-6612.
1st. 753-4342.

641 Storage

Houses
Fer:Reet

For Reid

753-3853

OM-

:ility

At Ci

Apartments

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income. 62 & older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888.
LARGE 2br, appliances
furnished,631 North 4th St.
$375/mo. 759-4696
NEAR University. Available
June 1. Extra large, 2br
apartment, first floor. Large
living room & kitchen/ dinette, loads of closet
space, quality carpet
throughout. Central elec.
heat & air, dishwasher, dis
poser, range, refrigerator,
washer/ dryer hookup,
$350/mo, $350 deposit.
753-4560 nine to five, M-F.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
St. 753-1252 before 5pm
753-0606 after 5pm.
WATERFRONT apartment
for rent, day, week, month.
,Cypress Springs area.
502-436-5099
330
Rooms
For Rent
2- PRIVATE bedrooms,
share lovely home, w/d,
satellite tv Walk to hospital,
downtown. business & industry. 1/$150, 1/$190
First, last & security. References. 753-9211.
340

Houses
For Rent
1BR lake house, screened
porch, appliances furnished, 1460 Poplar Spring
Dr. $325/mo. 759-4696.
2BR, central gas h/a, $450
plus deposit 753-5592
4BR, 2 bath brick at 1609
Wiswell Rd $600/mo. Central h/a. Availatqle now. Coleman RE, 753-9898.

3BR, appliances furnished,
701 Broad St $375/mo
759-4696
A-FRAME lake front house,
large stone fireplace, lull
basement, 2 story, Panarama Shores- 436-5903
a-3BR, appliances furnished, 6139 St Rt 121
North. $450/mo. 759-4696.
350
For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or
753-7536.
380
Pets
& Supplies
AKC German Shepard
pups. Black/tan and black/
silver. 382-2485.
AKC Lab
436-2585.

puppies

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858
FREE to good home: Aeirdale Terrior, 14 yrs old
759-9770, after 6pm.
LOOKING for qualified
home for 4 Miniature Pinscher females. These adolescents come from
champion parents who
happen to be some of the
best in the country. If you
are seriously looking for a
small companion animal,
call 901-593-0061 leave
message if no answer.
Price is very reasonable.
REGISTERED 9mo old
male English coon hound.
Sire dual Grand Nite
champion,
$200.
759-2248, ask for Jeff
390
Livestock
& Supplies
2YR old registered Charoais, 6 heifers, 2 bulls.
502-753-4811.
ADD muscle to your calves
1 two year old red Limousin bull. Call 492-8302
REGISTERED black Angus bull, born 12-18-95,
U.T. Performance tested
502-767-0911

430
Real
Estate
20 ACRES rolling hills,
beautiful home site, 10 minutes from MSU. Weekdays 753-8332, evenings &
weekends 527-0180.
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley,--state certified.
759-4218.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all pnce ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
LAND for sale- approximately 15 acres in Almo
Heights area. Good building sites. Call 759-4805
leave message.
440
Lots
For Sale
'4 ACRE choice corner lot,
new subdivision, just outside city limits, natural gas,
city water By owner
759-2153,

11

MONDAY, MAY 19, 1997

1995 YAMAHA Kodiak,
4wd 4 wheeler, $4.200
489-2558, leave message
1996 HONDA Magna,
750cc, red, 2,8XX miles,
like new, helmet & saddki
bags included. $6,300.
759-3328 day, 436-2333
nights.

Call 753-1651
TODAY

3BR. 2 bath, large rooms
with plenty of closet space,
breakfast room with bay
window, large front porch &
rear deck, 2 car garage with
storage area. Central heat
& air, gas 753-1428 after
6pm or leave message
38R, full basement w/
apartment, central h/a, 11
mile east 94, 3 acres Call
767-9750.
4BR, 3 bath house with
fenced in back yard, on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights. Reasonably priced. 492-6200 or
753-7688.
BUY or rent: 901 Fairlane,
3br, 2 baths, brick in excellent condition. Central a/c,
gas heat. 489-2741.
DUPLEX IN
THE
WOODS... One building
has two units each containing two bedrooms/ two
baths and one car garage.
One building has two units
each containing three
bedrooms/ two baths with
two car garage. Located
just off 94 West on Johnny
Robertson Road. Enjoy the
decks with your morning
coffee!! Call Lynda at
Grey's... 759-2001.

1997 YAMAHA Blaster,
$2,600 436-5569
mon $2,800 436-5569.

BUILT BY A
CABINET
MAKER

1997 YAMAHA Tirnberwolf
250, $3,000 753-2125.

You can see the quality in construction
throughout This4 BR
2 BA located Northwest Huge greatroom, custom cabinets Many extras on
2 acres M/L Priced to
$132,000
sell
at

1978 CAPRICE 4dr, auto
air, strong motor $850 obo
759-1058

LAKE LOVERS
OR RETIREES

1981 BUICKL Regal,
$1,100 753-7906

Lake area living at its
best. One owner,
nearly new 3 BR, 2
BA Priced to sell in
the 40's

1982 CHEVROLET Caprice Classic, 4 door
753-4514

190

Used
Cars

1983 OLDSMOBILE Regency 86,XXX actual miles,
local, one owner Call
753-4857, after 5pm

COUNTRY
LIVING

1984 CAMARO, V-8 automatic, over-drive, very
clean, runs good, 1 owner,
new tires, 87,XXX actual
miles. 489-2792.

You'll love the seclusion at this 2 BR home
with workshop. Mature landscaping, nice
garden spot just minutes from town. Priced in the 40's.

1984 OLDSMOBILE LS,
garage kept, extra clean, 1
owner, low mileage Must
see to appreciate, $4200
Call afternoon or evening
753-6931

COMMUMILL
MAAIMOR0

Coldwell Banker
Wood & Associates

1986 VOLKSWAGON
Jetta for sale. 150,XXX
miles. Call 759-9216.

414 So. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
ESTATE Sale: 3br, 1 bath,
1991 MAZDA RX7, red exin town, garage, central h/a NEW 3br, 2 bath with at- terior, black interior, loaded
with separate lbr rental tached garage. /
3
4 mile w/power acc, std 5sp transunit, $63,900. 759-9932.
north of city. Fully equipped mission, extra nice. Call
502-436-2333 leave
FOR sale by owner: kitchen. $78,000
1000sq 11 log cabin located 759-4567, 436-5362, message.
1400 Diuguid. Furnished 436-5437.
1993 CAMRY, 4dr,
appliances. Like new. NEW 3br, 2 bath house, Wineberry, 5sp, excellent
502-236-2210
or tray ceilings, walk-in closet, condition, 1 owner, $7900.
502-236-2751, after 6pm. french doors & deck, extra 753-9646 or 492-8236.
GATES BOROUGH nice. Call Lee Starks Con- 1994 TAURUS GL, $8900
Estates- 3500sq ft home on struction, day 492-8238, Call 437-4205.
half acre plus lot. 3 large night 759-5475.
bedrooms, 2'4 bath, NEWLYWEDS don't buy a 1995 DODGE Neon, 2dr,
kitchen/ breakfast nook home till you see this one!2 white, 5sp, good condition
combination, white on Year old home, furnished, Need to sell, best reasonwhite appliances. Formal 2br, 2% baths, living room, able offer! 436-6026, leave
dinning room, laundry room family room, screened in message.
with storage cabinets and patio, air conditioner, 1995 BONNEVILLE, 4dr,
laundry sink, custom made forced air heat, enclosed white, loaded, sharp
cabinetry throughout, welk- garage. 5 minutes to KY 30,000 miles, $14,500 obo.
in closets, master bath- Lake. $46,900. 753-1718_
753-6172.
double sinks & marble ja1995 FORD Taurus, Forest
CUZZi tub, large patio &
great yard. Call for appoint- NEW on the market. Well Green, 28xxx miles,
ment! 753-6978.
maintained, 3br, 2 bath loaded, $12,500 Call
brick home with vinyl trim. 759-5783
HOUSE for sale by owner:
Detached 24x24 garage 1996 TOYOTA Avalon,
lyr old 3br 2 bath with with
vinyl siding. Spacious,
garage, central h/a, ap- fenced backyard with 21ft 13xxx miles, still under warpliances, large corner lot, above ground pool and ad- ranty. Need to sell Call Mr
fenced back yard. Located joining deck. Modern ap- Cho at 759-5825
in Easy-Y Subdivision. Low
pliances in kitchen. Resi$90's. 753-0736.
dential area close to town
LEASE PURCHASE on Call for an appointment.
four bedroom home located 753-7836.
at 702 Meadow Lane.
THE paint isn't dry on this 1985 TOYOTA pick-up
$1500 earnest money reneeds motor, $550 obo
new 4br, 2.5 bath home
quired. Good credit in the
Palladian windows adorn 753-4225
last two years. Home has
the facade of this excellent, 1986 FORD Ranger, exhardwood floors and two
fully
functional plan. You'll tended cab, 4X4, 3in tift
car carport. Call Lynda at
love the hardwood flooring New shocks, wheels &
Grey's... 759-2001.
throughout, two spacious tires
Many extras
LOVELY 3 or 4br 1 bath, 2 great rooms, soaring ceil- 753-3309
story brick home. Let your ings and quality craftsmankids walk to school. Close ship throughout. Located in 1986 FORD Ranger, V-6,
to Murray Middle School & Murray Estates on quiet excellent condition. $2,800
Hospital. Newly remodeled cul-de-sac. This home 436-5569.
kitchen & cabinets, new could be just what your 1987 TOYOTA pickup,
carpet, central gas & air, looking for. For inquires call blue, 4x2, swb Auto, a/c
large backyard. Excellent 435-4487, 759-1828 or Good condition, $2800
home for young couple. Of- 753-9950.
437-4554
fered at $69,500
753-3445.
MUST sell by June 1st.
Best offer over $92,000
JACKSON
takes this beautiful 2 story
2
bath,
with
4br,
brick home
PURCHASE
fireplaces, c/h/a. 767-9072.
NEW, 2 story, 4br, 24
baths. Open foyer, columns, tile floors, etc, etc.
City subdivision. Ready to
sell. 759-2571, 435-4013,
435-4040.
VINYL sided 2br farmhouse, 2,500 sq ft on 5
acres. $65,000. 753-2171.

TITLE
COMPANY, INC.
304 Maple Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-1737 • Fax (502) 759-4625
Absirsals, Ned:, Lou. Ck.asp, Perchasedele Agrestwents Esc
Cali for "Air of Ye.., Reed Estate Needs
Reasonabk Rates • Free WWI Consultation

RICKY A. LAMKIN, Owner
Attorney At Law

Treas Lumber Do It Center

AUCTION

450

Farms
For Sala
80 ACRE farm on Good
man Rd near Marshall Co.
line, off of 1346. Owne
financing. 502-753-8943
460
Homes
For Sale

New House
For Sale
3 bedroom, 2 full
baths, 2 car garage,
cathedral ceilings, ,
recess lights, cenVal We, city water,
natural gas. North
of Murray on Wells
Purdom Rd. 1964
sq. ft. under roof.
1500sq. ft. of living
space. $95,000.
Call 753-9785
Leave Message

WED. MAY 21 @ 10:00 A.M.
Bel Air Center Hwy. 641 S., Murray, KY
NEW MERCHANDISE: 20' Shingle Elevator by Power, Power Tools,
Hammers, Pliers, Levels, Drills, Router Bits, Electrical Supplies, Ceiling
Fans,Paint, Sinks, Brass Bathroom Accessories, Storm Doors & Windows,
Builders Hardware, Cabinet Hardware, Nut & Bolt Dept., Ladders,
Chandeliers & Lights, Molding,
STORE EQUIP:Pallet Jack, Old Railroad Cart, Rolled Carpet Cart, Flat
Carts,Key Cutter,Paint Shaker & Tinter,Shopping Carts,Electronic Scales,
Fire Extinguishers, Much, More.
STORE FIXTURES:60 Sect. Steel King Building Material Pallet Racks w/
98" opening, Gondola Shelves, Mft. Displays, Molding & Panel Racks, Dump
Bins, Sign Letter Kit, Counters.
OFFICE EQUIP: Trillium Phone System w/12 Hand Sets, Desks, File
Cabinets, Chairs,Stools,TI990 Computer System w/Profit Master Program
& Terminals, Misc. Office Supplies.
MUCH, MUCH, MORE
TERMS: Cash or CK w/ID, 10% Buyers Premium
INSPECTION: 8:30 a.m. Auction Day

Brodsky Auction Service
Auctioneer: Dennis C. Brodsky RP-7364

1-888-BRODSKY
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530

SOO

1988 CHEVY Silverado
C1500 SWB stepside,
loaded. 70xxx miles
436-2794 or 742-3596
(Pager)

a)

nn

1995 CHEVROLET S-10
ext cab, black, custom
wheels factory lift, Limited
Edition 30xxx miles Call
759-5661 atter 5pm

A&A Complete Lawn Care
Mark Lamb 436-5791

CONSTRUCTION • MOBILE HOME HOOK-UPS
GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

762-0001
Cell. #519-1592

1996 CHEVY truck ext
cab, white, loaded, automatic, low mileage, extra
dean Call 759-8061 or
753-0987 leave message

CALL ANYTIME

PICTURE PERFECT
LAWN SERVICE

510
Campers
1981 WINNEBAGO Chiefton 26ft, 55,XXX miles Excellent condition
436-5412
1994 JAYCO 32tt, 5th
wheel, $12000 1993 F350
Crew dually, $15000 Both
clean & road ready
502-474-8395

Caine Staples
753-7083
Mowing
Fertilizing
Leaf Removal
Retaining Walls

Seeding
Lawn Cleanup
Bed Mulching
Edging

29FT Shasta camper
Good shape carpeted
new furnace $4.000 obo
759-4834 leave message

ATTENTION!
Car & Truck Buyers
Yes You Do Qualify

16FT Bass Tracker w
trailer, 40hp motor & trolling
motor. $2500 Call
753-5870

24 Hour Loan Hotline
1-800-748-8353

COUNTRY CHEVROLET
Benton, KY
800-457-4866
502-527-8671
Ask For Doug Clark

1985 21FT Celebrity ski
boat with inboard MerCruiser engine Excellent
condition, low hours Includes trailer $6,500 Call
Bill 753-1222 days
753-6620 evenings
1988 MERCURY Classic
50 outboard motor, power
T&T 436-2751
1989 24FT JC Pontoon
w 50hp Evinrude $2800
Call 901-232-8365
1990 RIVIERA Cruiser, 24ft
pontoon boat with 1989
Mariner 135hp motor Call
753-9950 AM 759-1828
PM
1994 22FT Sweetwater
pontoon 1994 40hp Force
with tilt & trim teal & white
in color Fiberglass frames
on furniture treated deck.
factory dove-on trailer Like
new $8500 436-5481,
(573)471 4259

A&H Roofing. Licensed &
insured All work guaranteed. (502)924-0616,
(502)522-6255.
ALCOA vinyl siding & replacement windows. Discount prices. Free estimates. Armor Siding & Window Co 1-800-957-3404 or
901-644-1555.

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.

Boats
& Motors

1978 25FT Bayliner cabin
cruiser, $7500 759-9086
or 753-0115

AFFORDABLE, quality.
building you'll be proud of!
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
siding, porches, decks,
fencing. concrete & masonry. And home repairs.
Free estimates. 759-0505
Elite Building.

ALL types home repair
and maintanenoe. Morris
Property Management
759-4599

520

1969 OUTBOARD with
20hp Evinrude, trolling motor & trailer 436-2102, ask
for Ben

AFFORDABLE homes built
on your lot. starting at $35
sq ft. Free consultation &
estimates. S&K Construction 7530-7091.

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified. 489-2214.

95 KING of The Road 37ft
top of the line 5th wheel
with real oak wood, dual
slide outs, RJK, 10 Cu ft
refer, ent center, waher/
dryer. over $14K of options,
96 Dodge 3500 Laramie
SLT Club Cab, V10 tow
truck, loaded, 14K mi
$99,500 new, $86,000 obo
Day (502)759-1600, EVE
(502)436-6191.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All
brands, Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.
Appliance Repair Service.
Professional- Dependable.
502-767-9552.
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664.
BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515.

Spring Construction Special!
$35.00 per sq. ft. excluding siding for basic
designed home. Will build on your land or you can
purchase a lot from us. Financing available,
contact Prestige Homes at 753-5628. References

available.

Aidallik'111(
alitt4
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y

Great location for
now and the future.

Locator Map:

Call
502-435-4487

1995 CELEBRITY 200 ski
boat & trailer 5 7 Mercruiser marine radio, button down cover, white wi
blue trim 44 hours actual
operation Owner's too
busy to use it See it at Irvin
Cobb Marina 436-2525

!
+OarCHADD(I'g resP4 corn

1995 DAYTONA Tigershark 1994 Montego
Tigershark 1995 Double
trailer Call 759-9950

Or

800-265-7786

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

1996 17' BASS Tracker,
40hp Mercury foot control,
trolling motor depth finder,
extra clean $6.500 obo
Call Ryan 753-4011 after
4pm

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

Services
Meted

Iliondeos
Offered
A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tee spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

FREE ESTIMATES
1994 GMC Sierra, $6,800
obo 489-2378

530

530
Services
Offered

Services
Offered

Used
Trucks

BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates. 753-1134,
492-8584.
BREAKING and tractor
tilled gardens, bushogging
and blade work Phone
435-4465
BUSHOGGING, garden &
lawns rototilled. Haul sand,
stone & gravel. Light blade
work. Jonesy 437-4030.
CARPET CLEANING.
Emergency water removal
Expert furniture cleaning
Pet odor removal. Free Estimates. LEE'S 753-5827.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664.
COLSON Home Repairs.
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20yrs experience.
753-5592.
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates.
Remodeling,fencing, decking, plumbing & etectrical.
489-2832.

COUNTERTOPS and
Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
with formica Wulffs Recovery, Murray 436-5560
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds, carports. Also repair
& rebuild_ Excellent workmanship. Affordable rates
753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar

McDANIEL Construction
Specializes in custom
home construction, planning, design modification,
general construction, and
light excavation. Over 15
years experience. Ful insured. Free estimates
(502)436-2766.
METAL ROOFS Stop replacing shingles. Go with
quality and style that lasts a
lifetime. STOCKWELL
CUSTOM METAL ROOFING. We also instal windows, siding & soffit. Cal
today- 759-4985.

CUSTOM Interior & Exterior Of Paris- we do al types
of remodeling, additions,
floor damage, decks, metal MICHAEL'S Transmisbuildings, painting, electri- sions. Complete overhaul
cal and plumbing. Call on late model, domestic,
642-2979 Free estimates! overdrive transmissions.
Alexander ASE Certified in automatic
DAVID
Horseshoeing 15yrs ex- & manual drive transmisperience in taking care of all sions. Call 753-0152.
your horses hoof needs MIDWAY Fence Co.
Cold & corrective shoeing
Chain link & vinyl fence at
489-6106.
reasonable prIc•s.
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser- 759-1519.
vices. 'Cleaning vinyl sid- MOODY'S Mower Repair.
ing, homes, mobile homes, Pickup and delivery.
boats, brick driveways, 753-5668.
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning MORRIS Mobile Home
available. David Borders, Movers. Local and Out of
Insured, Completely Mo- State Moving. 767-9630.
bile. Phone 502-759-4734. MULCH delivered, Murray
Cellular 502-853-1108.
436-5560.
DIRT, sand & gravel. Roy
Steele Trucking. Call
753-6879, after Spin.
ELECTRONIC REPAIR.
Car stereos. 1 Day service.
Call Barry, 753-5865,
10am-6prn.
ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION SPECIALISTS Direct TV Satellite systems
form $129. DSS Satellite
systems serviced and installed. Phone jacks added.
Internet and tax jacks installed. Cable jacks installed. Complete sales
and service on all types of
systems. Burglar and security systems serviced and
installed. Chip Veal,
Owner. 753-7567.
EXPERIENCED GARDENER. Will maintain established landscapes on
year round basis. Known
throughout the area for extensive Horticultural knowledge. 753-7655.
GARDEN tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging
lots. Gerald Carroll,
492-6159,
HANDYMAN Company.
We do it all! Roofing &
siding specials. 474-8621
HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing.
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.
HOP'S Plumbing Repair
Home phone 437-4824.
Shop 437-4189,
LADIES, Are you physically
challanged and need assistance with your personal
hygiene? Call Linda753-3802. References
available.
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.
LAWN mowing. No rush job
here! personal one on one
service. Gupton's Lawn
Care free estimates.
489-2590.
LAWNS mowed. Riding or
push mowing. 753-4692 or
753-7771.
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Free estimates.
753-5827.
LICENSED for electric and
gas. 435-4358.

PAINTING. Interior- exterior. Free estimates. Home
repair. 436-5032.
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255.
ROOFING- New roofs,
tearoffs, retools. Free estimates. 437-4718.
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval! Gutter Co.
753-6433.
STOP endless painting
with vinyl siding & trim.
20yrs experience. Bill
Speed 502-856-4098.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.
VINYL Replacement
Windows- special this
month. Call for free estimate. Morris Property Management. 759-4599.
WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates, Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WEST KY Lawn Care.
Mowing, trimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
removal. Have references.
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves, MonFri,9-12, 1-5. Free estimates. Visa/MC accepted.
753-0530.
sso
Free
Column
FREE to good home! 14
Month old Boxer/Chow mix,
male dog. Good with older
children. Moving and can't
take. Call 753-9610 or
753-0871

Classified

man instant
a stroke can
change your life
forever

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
May 20, 1997:
Listen to those around you; they
have important feedback for you
during the year. Sometimes you
might feel that others are difficult.
Reach out, and visualize more of
what you want.There is an increased
possibility of travel or more education. Special knowledge is being conferred on you. You will gain financially as well. Be careful with bosses,
though.They have an unpredictable
tone to them, so much so that you
might want to go into your own business. If you are single, you'll need to
develop more self-understanding to
make a relationship flow.Ifattached,
you will iron out many ofthe wrinkles
you have. Take responsibility for
your problems.SCORPIO tests you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** The unexpected occurs with
a friend. You are shocked by what
you hear. Reach out, and you'll see
alternatives. A boss gives you feedback that providesinsight to a money
matter. Discuss a business deal.
Talks open up. Tonight: Hang out
with a loved one.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** A boss surprises you with a
decision. Find out more information. Make calls, and reach out for
another. There is much more going
on behind the scenes at work. Avoid
gossip, but sleuth out the realities.
Tonight: Say yes to a special friend.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Focus on what is happening,
and be more direct. Listen to questions, read between the lines and
adjust to unexpected news.You need
to regroup. You feel you have a new
beginning. Build a partnership; it
can make a difference financially.
Tonight: Chill out.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** If you let go, good ideas start
coming forward. You enter a period
of reassessment and decision-making. Be honest with yourself as you
determine a course of action. Partnerships flow,and you feel like someone finally appreciates you.Tonight:
Go out and party.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You are anchored, working
with the unusual and bringing order
to chaos. Your sense of humor helps
you with a friendship. Kick around a
new idea with an associate. Net-

•

1996 DURACRAFT 17'6
jon boat, semi-V. 40hp
Yamaha Minnkota trolling
motor Eagle Magna III fish
& depth tinder All like new
767 9615

4

1996 STRATOS 187, ft,
w150 Intruder, 10hrs on
motor Fully loaded 4year
warranty, Teal & Silver
$16,000 Must sell Call after 5 753-7823

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-430-5744
1.-1500-5413-520.2
LICENSED & INSURED

NEW Dryvit home 3br, 27,
baths By appointment
only
759 9950 am,
759-1828 pm 762-0009

Free Estimates
24 Hr Service
Hedge Trowagwis
Tree Spraymi
Tree & Strap
Removal

Tree Trio...riot:
Cleamip Service
Fell Luke of
Equipment

PM

POLARKRAFT
15tt Jon
boat depth finder, trolling
motor 753-7787

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262..
ALL around hauling, junk
clean-up, cleaning out
sheds, tree work.
436-2867

"
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5
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11
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HERNDON'S HEATING & COOLING
Heating & Air Conditioning • Gas Piping •
New Systems & Change-Outs
Serving Murray & Calloway Co
Fully Licensed & Insured • 14 Years Experience

Arcoaire
106 Herndon
KY
RM03569
KY Lac 0100123

498-8980
417S MO Croak load
Crossland

Darrell PIACI
KY lac 0102911

-Need ExtraCash?
Run a Classified.-

Kasparov wants rematch,
IBM team won't take bait

s

Game 2 of the six-game match to
make a move that had short-term
advantages but would have hurt it
later on "could earn IBM and the
Deep Blue team a Nobel Prize,"
Kasparov said.
"I found myself unprepared
for what turned out to be a totally
new kind of intellectual challenge," he wrote.
Kasparov elaborated before
300 chess fans Saturday in
Baltimore.
"For the first time in my life, I
met a player that was less affected by factors than I am," he
said. "It plays, it loses a game,
and it doesn't know that it loses
it. It doesn't know it won. It just
plays."
Kasparov returned to familiar
style, defeating seven University
of Baltimore County opponents
and playing one to a draw in the
exhibition. He played them simultaneously in a performance
"that fans cited as proof he remained the greatest.
"You did not let us down,"
Seth Passell told him. "The rest
of us were beaten years ago by
the machines."

Reduce your risk factors

work, and expand your immediate
circle offriends.Tonight:Bring home
extra work, if you have to.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Return calls,and get the ball
rolling on key projects. The unexpected occurs with a loved one. You
want to grin about what is happening. It is as if someone opens up a
magic opportunity. Your nerves are
frazzled from all the activity. Tonight: Head out with the gang.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Think through an unanticipated financial decision. An ounce of
caution can do a lot to support your
security. A partner clearly demonstrates which way you should go.
Don't let pride hinder you; ask for
help. Detachment helps you see the
answer. Tonight: It's your treat.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** A family member creates an
uproar. You need to relinquish a key
position. Find an expert, and examine the financial ramification of a
partnership. Improve communications. Establish self-confidence,and
know what you want.Tonight: Wish
upon a star.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** Go within to determine the best
way to communicate. You could be
having a strong reaction. Get your
work done. Make an appointment
that will help you reduce stress.
Popularity is high,and how you view
a partnership is transforming. Tonight: Catch up on sleep.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Emphasize what you want.
Determine how much you can spend
on a loved one, but don't take a
financial risk. You are unusually
creative; use it to make yourself a
winner. Make time for a meeting.
Listen to different points of view.
Tonight: Aim for what you desire.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Assume responsibility. You
might break a pattern and do something differently. Your perspective
is instrumental behind the scenes. A
family member helps you see what is
going on at work. A flirtation could
be much more than you anticipated.
Tonight: Work late.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Carefully think through a
decision. You feel undermined in
some way. Call friends, and plan an
important get-together. Emphasize
security and long-term goals. Take
time for networking or a work-related lunch. Tonight: Take a drive.
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BORN TODAY
Singer-actress Cher (1946), singer
Joe Cocker (1944), actor Jimmy
Stewart (1908)
***

Rernem rDon't Drink & Drive
.11 r1)

Southern
Comfort 80
175 L

Skoal
Vodka

$18.53

Peter Vella
T Box Wines

$9.62

$9.98

Old Charter
8

Dowers
Scotch

1751$19.99

1.75 L$32.98

Canadian
Club
1.75 L $19.99

Ridge Lytton
Springs &rah

Corbett
Canyon

Wild Turkey
101

$22.03
Old Crow
L $12.34

15 L

Smirnoff 80

$15.99

Ushers
Scotch

$21.56

Black
Velvet

$11.99
Ezra Brooks

$15.99
Canadian
LTD

1,1 $13.99
Ridge
Zinfindel
$17.51
Early Times

$14.99

Jack Daniels
Lager
ca.. $11.99

SEAFOOD
Halibut

$12.59 Lb

Sebastiani
Heritage Wines
L

Bud &
Bud Light
K.2 $68.13

$23.99

E&J Gallo
Zinfendei

$7.48
Ten High
1751$13.37

Clan McGregor
Scotch
'75

$16.72

Beefeater
Gin
175 L

$26.73

Old Smuggler
Michelob
Reg or Light

$66.51
Miller Lite
Keg $66.51

$6.99 u,
King Crab
Legs
$1 1.40 Lb
!, e N3.. Have A Nt..,
Line Of Cigars

1 75

$10.28

Salmon Fillets

$5.99 Lb

Oki Charter
10

$29.99

$8.81

1

751

NEW YORK (AP) - Best
two-out-of-three for Garry Kasparov and Deep Blue? Don't
count on it.
The designers of IBM's Deep
Blue refused to commit to
another face-off against the world
chess champion beaten May 11
by the supercomputer.
"There are a lot of great chess
players," IBM scientist Joe
Hoane said.
In an essay published in this
week's Time magazine, Kasparov
challenged Deep Blue to a match
of 10 games over 20 days.
"I think IBM owes me, and all
mankind, a rematch," the
34-year-old Russian wrote.
Deep Blue won the six-game
series this month by a score of
31/2 points to 21/2 points. Kasparov won their first match in February 1996.
In his essay, Kasparov criticized IBM for not sharing its
programming secrets with the
chess world. But he hailed the
designers for putting together a
machine that sometimes seemed
to think almost like a human.,
The computer's refusal in
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WEST WOOD IN MAY

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
4Cio SUNBURY • MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread
753-5940

Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

HOROSCOPES

• Drop by and see our showroom
1996 BASS Tracker Pro
Team 17 17tt 40hp Mariner, many extras
767-0734

American Heart
Association.

$18.50
Jim Beam
4 Yr. Old
7S t

$17.99

Killian Red

Pepe Lopez
Gold Tequila

$71.73

$18.99

Busch

K.$63.97

60 Import and Micro
Brewery Beers To
Choose From

Gordon
Gin

175 $14.99
E&J Gallo
Chardonnay
I5

$8.59

West Wood901-642-7714
Wines & Liquors
West Wood Warehouse Party Block
901-642-7366
West Wood Street, Hwy. 54 & 69 • Paris, TN
Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m. Monday-Saturday
Visa • Mastercard • American Express • Discover

1'1
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
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Pictured are approximately 250
people who joined in the "Just
Say No" March held May 16
from Curris Center, Murray State
University to the Playhouse in the
Park area of Murray-Calloway
County Park. This was an antidrug march, organized by Judy
Ingersoll, Just Say No Club and
Murray Optimist Club.
Mrs. Nola Minton Hutson is
celebrating her 100th birthday today, May 19.
The Missing Links Quartet of
Murray was one of the featured
groups at the Barbershop Jamboree Concert May 14 at Old Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Members of
the quartet are Ruth Eversmeyer,
Pat Sanders, Martha Crafton and
Joanne Cavitt.
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Forty years ago

Published on May 17 is a picture of the student body of Kelley
School in 1897 with Noah Story
as the teacher. The picture belongs to Monico Waldrop.
C.T. Winslow Jr. of Murray, an
insurance agent, spoke at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club at
Murray Woman's Club House.
He was introduced by Owen
Billington.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Davis, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Howard
Downs, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Carlton Buchanan, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Henderickson, and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. R.N.
Braboy.

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, May 19, the 139th day of 1997. There are 226
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 19, 1536, Anne Boleyn, the second wife of England's King
Henry VIII, was beheaded after she was convicted of adultery.
On this date:
In 1588, the Spanish Armada set sail for England; it was soundly
defeated by the English fleet the following August.
In 1643, delegates from four New England colonies met in Boston
to form a confederation.
In 1906, the Federated Boys' Clubs, forerunner of the Boys' Clubs
of America, were organized.
In 1921, Congress passed the Emergency Quota Act, which established national quotas for immigrants.
In 1935, T.E. Lawrence, also known as "Lawrence of Arabia,"
died in England from injuries sustained in a motorcycle crash.
In 1943, in an address to the U.S. Congress, British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill pledged his country's full support in the war
against Japan.
In 1958, the United States and Canada formally established the
North American Air Defense Command.
In 1964, the State Department disclosed that 40 hidden microphones
had ben found in the U.S. Embassy in Moscow.
In 1%7, the Soviet Union ratified a treaty with the United States
and Britain banning nuclear weapons from outer space.
In 1994, former first lady Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis died in New
York at age 64.
Ten years ago: Two days after 37 American sailors were killed
when an Iraqi warplane attacked the U.S. frigate Stark, President Reagan defended America's presence in the Persian Gulf.
Five years ago: The 27th Amendment to the Constitution, which
prohibits Congress from giving itself midterm pay raises, went into
effect. Vice President Dan Quayle criticized the CBS sitcom "Murphy
Brown" for having its title character decide to bear a child out of
wedlock. In Massapequa, N.Y., Mary Jo Buttafuoco was shot and seriously wounded by her husband Joey's teen-age lover, Amy Fisher.
One year ago: Space shuttle Endeavour and its crew rocketed into
orbit and quickly began preparing for the release of an inflatable
antenna.
Today's Birthdays: PBS newscaster Jim Lehrer is 63. TV personality David Hartman is 62. Actor James Fox is 58. Author-director Nora
Ephron is 56. Rock singer-composer Pete Townshend (The Who) is
52. Concert iianist David Helflott is 50.

WOULDN'T IT BE SOMETHiNG IG
MONEY COUL.D TALK, TELL YOU
THE PLACES IT'S BEEN, THE
THINGS IT'S SEEN...?
_2

West dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
WELL, MY MONEY
TALKS TO ME

NORTH
+A7
V A K 10 7 6 5 4
• K5

4* 106

'

WEST
4 642

SOUTH
•K Q J 10 5 3
VJ
•A Q 8 2
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CATHY
TRAITOR! \(IRVING 1 ritJAS 142NDERF1.11....

... AND OK, FINE, HE NADI liE WAS
HOW COULD
WAS NOT
HE WAS A LIME ARROGANT.' AN INFURIATING WAki of
AN
'IOU DATE A
A PRO, AND HE DID ALWAY S
I UPSETTING MY WHOLE LIFE AMATEUR
PROFESSIONAL FESSIONAL THINK HE HAD A BETTER i I WHILE STAYING COMPLETELY DUMPER.
DUMPER .1 SYSTEM FOR EVERYTHING... COOL AND DETACHED.
CORPORATE
DUMPER"
) WHEN I
...BUT HE WAS NOT A
KNEW HIM'
PROFESSIONAL DUMPER!!
1 7"-

NO ONE EVER
APPRECIATES
THE WOMEN
WHO HELP INSPIRE A MAN
TO THE TOP.
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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LOOK, GARFIELD!
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A NEW BRAND OF
KITTY TREATS!

THEY'RE SHAPED
LIKE LITTLE
RUNNING MAILMEN

6.72
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DEAR ABBY In response to the
man who wroic you asking for a definition of a --lousy lover". Sexual
communication is the most difficult
communication of all. As a marital
and family therapist and a clinical
psychologist ho has practiced for
23 years in the state of California
and taught at the university- level on
human sexuality, I can assure him
that the polite avoidance he receives
w hen asking %omen to define that
question
major part of the problem
I ha il, sexual behavior is beha\ (UI p1 acticed between consenting
adults in private It is not public behavior There are individual differences in what is preferred sexual
stimulation and behavior It is a
matte: to be discussed and worked
out het wee!) the individuals involved Many persons do not know
what their sexual values, preferences and beliefs are until they have
received some sort of instruction. To
raise such a question to an individual with whom one is not involved in an intimate relationship is
111 invasion of personal privacy.
Abby, please tell "Needing More
in Minneapolis" and the gentleman
who wrote you to seek out, with their
partner. a licensed professional in
the field of relationship therapy who
specializes in sex therapy. The professional will assist them in determining the type of sexual interaction
that best fits them as a unique couple. Referrals can be obtained from
local chapters of the association of
psychologists and marriage and
family therapists, which usually
have listings in the Yellow. Pages of
local phone books.
MARGRETA KLASSEN, PH.D.,
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF.
DEAR DR. KIASSIEN: Thank
you for a helpful letter. I agree
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pond in Graves County.
Thirty years ago
Capt. Howard H. Wilkins, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Wilkins,
has been awarded the Silver Star
while serving with the 4th Cavalry of the U.S. Army at Phu
Loi, South Vietnam. He has also
received two Bronze stars and a
Purple Hart.
Murray Civitan Club Treasurer
Dr. B.E. McClellan is pictured
presenting a check to senior Scout Jane Kemp of Girl Scout
Troop 69. The funds will be used
to purchase camping equipment.
Mrs. David Gowans, Mrs.
Henry McKenzie, Mrs. Donald
Keller, Mrs. O.B. Boone Jr., Mrs.
A.G. Wilson and Mrs. Purdom
Outland have been installed as
new officers of Murray Woman's
Club.

Twenty years ago

Kent Everrsmeyer, son of Dr.
and Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer,
Greg Morton, son of the Rev. and
Mrs. Fred Morton, and Greg
Schanbacher, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Eugene Schanbacher, members of
Murray Boy Scout Troop 45, will
receive their Eagle Badges, highest award in Boy Scouting, at a
Court of Honor on May 21 at
First United Methodist Church.
Pictured are third graders of
the city and county schools at the
fifth annual Dairy Day held at the
Jim Stahler farm on Highway 121
South.
Neil Lax and Kenneth Lax are
pictured with a stringer of bass
Kenneth Lax and Darrell Forrester caught while fishing in a farm

TODAY IN HISTORY

MONDAY, MAY 19, 1997

cated length in diamonds. This
warned Ross against the normal
approach of attempting to ruff his
diamond loser in dummy,and at the
same time suggested an alternative
method of play that was virtually
certain to succeed.
After winning the club lead,Ross
ran his trumps, then cashed the KA of diamonds to produce this position:

North
VA K 107
East
VQ98
4K

West
V2
•J 9
5

East
1 NT
Pass
Dble
Pass

South
Dble
4 NT
5•
5 NT

Pass

7+

Opening lead — two of clubs.
When this deal occurred at the
1985 World Team Championship in
both the Open and Women's finals,
only one declarer — Hugh Ross of

South
J
• Q8
4. J
When Ross cashed the diamond
queen, East was finished. In practice, he discarded his club, so the
club jack and A-K of hearts took the
last three tricks.
Note that if West had held the
heart length, he would have been
similarly squeezed, unable to guard
both hearts and diamonds.
At the two tables where the slam
failed, both declarers won the opening club lead and, having heard no
opposing bidding, decided to try for
their 13th trick by ruffing a diamond
with the ace ofspades.This plan was
certainly reasonable, failing only if
the diamonds were divided 6-1. But
that's the way it was,and after East
ruffed the second diamond,he cashed
a club to put the contract down two.

that sexual compatibility is
more of a negotiated settlement
than following the steps in a
"how-to" manual. The assistance
of a professional may be needed
to open the lines of communicat*
because many couples have
hang-ups about confiding their
likes and dislikes to each other.
However, sometimes there is
more wrong with a sexual relationship than lack of communication. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: In answer to your
question. -What makes a lousy
loverr my first response is lack of
good personal hygiene. I've been trying to tell this to my husband for
years. but he just doesn't get it! Perhaps if he reads this, he will:
Take a shower and scrub with
soap and a washcloth — all over —
every day.; trim your eyebrows, the
hair in your nose and ears, and see a
dental hygienist a couple of times a
year; put on deodorant and wear
fresh clothes every day and keep
your mustache clean.
How can we make love if I can't
even stand to get close to him?
ANONYMOUS IN
ST. PAUL, MINN.
DEAR ABBY: A lousy lover is not
interested in what he can do for me,
only what I can do fir him. A lousy
lover doesn't listen to what he is told
that could enhance my pleasure, or
take gentle or subtle suggestions. A
lousy lover says, "I really wanted
you to have an orgasm,'just before
he rolls over to go to sleep. leaving
me lying frustrated beside him. A
lousy lover is selfish and self-centered and brags about his conquests
and sexual skills (which usually
means he has nonel. It has nothing
to do with "size."
TULSA,OKLA.
DEAR ABBY: A lousy lover is
someone who walks into a room and
says, -Do you want some'?" He considers a few squeezes and pinches to
be sufficient foreplay. Within 15 minutes it's all over, as far as he's concerned. whether his partner is satisfied or not. You know the old saying,
"Wham-barn-thank you, ma'am."
It seems to me that if someone
has to ask, you already know which
class he falls into.
PATRICIA W.
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA.
TOMORROW: We'll hear from
readers who answer the question,"What makes a great lover?

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: What are triglycerides? My 44-year-old son-in-law is
slim and in shape. yet his triglyceride
level is 1,400. (His cholesterol, on the
other hand, is normal.) Should he be
the United States — succeeded in
treated?
bidding and making seven spades.
DEAR READER: Triglycerides are
The grand slam was also reached at
(after cholesterol) the major fat in the
two other tables, but went down two
bloodstream. The normal value
both times.
should not exceed 200 milligrams per
At the table where Ross was dedeciliter.
clarer, a couple of unusual bids by
Traditionally, doctors have not paid
the opponents provided him some
much attention to increased triglycuseful clues. The Austrian East's
eride levels (of up to about 500 mg dL)
"comic" notrump overcall showed a
in the presence of a normal cholesweak hand with an escape suit(later
terol. because this pattern was not
identified as clubs), while West indiconsidered to be harmful. (Levels
above 1,000 mg dL were ominous,
Tomorrow: Gain versus loss.
however, because they are associated
with inflammation of the pancreas.)
Recently, several medical studies
CROSSWORDS
have shown that too much triglyceride
fat in the blood is associated with an
42 Armed
ACROSS
increased risk of heart attack. Thus.
conflict
Answer to Previous Puzzle
your son-in-law's level is definitely a
43 Erie or
1 Composition
Panama
6 Face the
concern and should be addressed.
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morning
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of
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55 Doctor's
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25 Golf cry
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Your son-in-law should be checked
13 Our Gang
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by his doctor with another blood test
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Washington
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prefix
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actor
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umn, you stated that aloe vera pills
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23 Distributed
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Professor'
exert no known health benefit
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Wouldn't they help heal my ulcerative
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Mrs. Myrtle Turnbow

Mrs. Myrtle(Mimi)Jordan

Mrs. Myrtle Turnbow, 75, Superior Nursing Home, Paducah. died
Saturday, May 17. 1997, at 7:10 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Her husband, S.S. Turnbow, died Aug. 7, 1995, and one great-greatgrandchild, Forrest B. STone, died Aug. 4, 1996. She was the
daughter of the late A. B. Hainley and Nell Mae Weems Hainley.
Mrs. Turnbow was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ,
Murray.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Martha Faye Manners and.
husband. Manuel. Murray; one son, Stephen Thomas Turnbow and
wife, Joyce, Granite City, Ill.; two sisters, Mrs. Sylvia Andrews.
Idaho, and Mrs. Illy Mae Harris, Illinois; one brother, Hal Hainley and
wife, Sylvia, Jackson, Tenn.; seven grandchildren, Stevie Warren,
Mark Manners, Shawn Manners, Rhonda Stone, Glenda Belcher,
Rhonda Ramsey and Dawn Michelle Turnbow; seven greatgrandchildren, McKayla Dawn Ramsey, Steven Daniel Manners, Stacy
Ramsey, Jared Tyler Manners, Crystal Allen, Courtney Jetton and Michael Evans.
Services were today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and Garry Evans officiated. Burial was was in
Oak Grove Cemetery at Dukedom, Tenn.

Mrs. Myrtle Coffer (Mimi) Jordan, 87, Murray, formerly of Paducah, died Saturday, May 17, 1997, at 7:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Her husband, Paul L. Jordan Sr., one son, Paul L. Jordan Jr., her
parents, John Henley Coffer and Ethyl Lynch Coffer, and 10 sisters
and brothers prceded her in death.
Mrs. Jordan was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray.
Survivors include her daughter, Jacqueline Jordan, Murray; three
granddaughters, Audrey Wilson, Murray, Brenda Stewart, Sellersburg,
Ind., and Caroline Baker, Oak Park, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Janie Albritton, Mayfield; four great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Oak Grove Cemetery, Paducah. Dr. Terry Ellis of Murray will officiate.
No visitation will be scheduled. Roth Funeral Home of Paducah is
in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Heart Association, Western Region, 222 Kentucky Ave., Suite 4; Paducah, KY
42071, the American Cancer Society, P.O. Box 2615, Paducah, KY
42071, or to the charity of one's choice.

DEATHS
Buell Tutt
Buell Tuu, 91, Murray, died Sunday, May 18, 1997, at 5:40 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired truck driver and farmer, he was a member of Scots Grove
Baptist Church. He was the son of the late Otis Tutt and Gertie Spann
Tutt. Two brothers, Odell Tutt and Max Tutt, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Albie Theobald Tutt, to whom he
was married on Dec. 25, 1937; two daughters, Mrs. Wanda Rose and
husband, Billy, Benton, and Mrs, Carolyn Danton and husband,
Bobby, Houston, Texas; one son, Charles Tutt and wife, Barbara, one
sister, Mrs. Nadine McCallon, one brother, Buster Tutt, and one
sister-in-law, Mildred Tutt, all of Murray; three grandchildren, Doug
Tutt and wife, Tina, Carl Rose and Erica Damon; one greatgrandchild, Nathaniel Tutt.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward Roberts and the Rev. Billy
Turner will officiate. Burial will follow in Scotts Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).

Mrs. Nell Waller Cochran
Mrs. Nell Waller Cochran, 78, Mayfield, died Saturday, May 17,
1997, at 4:20 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Her husband, John E. Cochran, three sisters, and one brother preceded her in death. She was a member of Seventh and College Church
of Christ, Mayfield.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Mary Gail Johnson, Murray;
one son, Howard T. Cochran, Mayfield; three sisters including Mrs.
Viola Whitlow, Mayfield; one brother; six grandchildren.
Graveside rites were today at 11 a.m. at Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield. The Rev. Charles Dinkins officiate.
Pallbearers were Josh Johnson, Joel Johnson, Matt Cochran, Nathan
Cochran, Barry Johnson and John Harmon. Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, was in charge of arrangements.

Eugene Anderson
Eugene Anderson, 77, Benton, diea Friday, May 16, 1997, at 8:41
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired carpenter and farmer, he was an Army veteran of World
War II and a member of Fairdealing Church of Christ. His parents,
Pleasant Marion Anderson and Leona Mae Notes Anderson, five sisters and seven brothers preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Virginia Anderson; two daughters,
Mrs. Linda Jo Moore, Murray, and Mrs. Etta Lou Smith, Benton; one
son, Richard Eugene Anderson, Sacramento, Calif.; two sisters, Mrs.
Brooks Johnston and Mrs. Nellene Haltom, and one brother, Thomas
David Anderson, Benton; five grandchildren, Stephanie Dawn Blanks,
Anthony Sean Moore, Richard Todd Anderson, Karen Michelle
Moore, and Lauren Elizabeth Smith; one great-grandchild, Austin
Sean Moore.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. Richard Eugene Anderson, Ted Horn and Kevin Williams will officiate. Burial will follow in Fairdealing Cemetery.

C.G.(Doc) Morrow
C.G. (Doc) Morrow, 83, Benton, died Saturday, May 17, 1997, at
9:40 a.m. at his home.
_
He was owner and operator of Morrow Book Service in Benton for
46 years; a member and retired elder minister of Benton Church of
Christ; a World War II Navy veteran of the 2nd Marine Division; a
member of American Legion Post #85, member'of Kentucky Association of chiropractors for 60 years; secretary of Maarshall County Senior Citizens Advisory Board; and served on the Board of Marshall
County Literacy Council.
One granddaughter, Stacey Morrow Lockhart; his parents. Dr. and
Mrs. Robert Bailey Morrow, and his father-in-law, Paul F. Gallemore.
preceded him, in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Anna M. Morrow; one daughter,
Mrs. Judi M. Doty, Gilbertswville; one son, Paul C. Morrow, Benton;
one sister, Mrs. Barbara Engelberg, Nashville; Tenn.; one brother,
Robert C. Morrow, Paducah; sister-in-law, Mrs. Mildred Pryor. and
mother-in-law, Mrs. Oma Record Gallemore, Benton; two grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. at Benton Church of Christ.
John Dale, Chris Dempsey and Gene Gilliland will officiate. Burial
will follow in Benton Cemetery with arrangements by Collier Funeral
Home of Benton.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Benton Church of Christ
Building Fund or Benton Christian Scholarship Fund.

Wisconsin man goes
crazy over Big Macs
FOND DU LAC, Wis.(AP) —
It would make Mayor McCheese
proud.
Don Gorske suffered his first
Big Mac attack 25 years ago. It
never ended. Since 1973, Gorske
has eaten 14,837 Big Macs.
"I don't eat to break records. I
just eat these because I love
them," he said. "I really look
forward to Big Macs."
Gorske said he drove his first
car to McDonald's when he was
17. He ate three Big Macs for
lunch and returned for six more
that day. He kept tossing the cartons in the back seat, and a
month later counted 265 Big
Macs.
Gorske vowed from then on to
count every Big Mac he ate, averaging about two per day.
He met his wife "somewhere
around 1,500 Big Macs" on Sept.
22, 1973. Three years later, he
proposed to her in a McDonald's
parking lot.
Gorske estimates he's eaten

2,967.6 pounds of patties —
roughly equal to the beef in 4.5
cows. He's downed 73 gallons of
"special sauce," 6 million sesame seeds, 22,257 buns, 500
pounds of cheese and 29,676
pickle slices.
He puts the tab at S50,000.

Charles A. Scudder

Mrs. Loreda Ann Alton

Funeral rites for Charles A. Scudder were Sunday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Campbell-Lewis Funeral Home, Marshall, Mo. The Rev.
Steven C. Burbee officiated. Burial was in Ridge Park Cemetery there.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Diabetes
Association.
Mr. Scudder, 74, Marshall, Mo., died Thursday, May 15, 1997, at
Boone Hospital Center, Columbia, Mo.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Katherine (Katie) Buban Scudder,
to whom he was married on Dec. 22, 1945, at Kansas City, Kan.; two
daughters, Mrs. Mary K. Smith and husband, Edwin, Murray, and
Mrs. Martha A. Greeley, Elmo, Mo.; one son, Charles E. Scudder and
wife, Peggy, Marshall, Mo.; three grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.

Mrs. Loreda Ann Alton, 63, Warren, Mich., died Saturday, May 10,
1997, at St. John Hospital, Detroit, Mich.
Her husband, James Clyde Alton, died in 1995. Born Jan. 27, 1934,
at Murray, she had lived in Warren for the past 37 years. She attended
Waltham Avenue Baptist Church there.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Patricia Lockhart and husband, Dennis, Sterling Heights, Mich.; two sons, Donny Alton and
wife, Patricia, Center Line, Mich., and Stevan Alton and wife, Nancy,
Clinton Township, Mich.; one brother, Carl Lawrence and wife,
Juanita, Murray; five grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
Funeral rites were Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of S.K. Schultz
Funeral Home, Warren. The Rev. Ted Thrasher officiated. Burial was
in Cadillac Memorial Gardens East, Clinton Township.

Dean Sims

Mrs. Phyllis K. House

The funeral for Dean Sims was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Will McSwenney and John Curtis
officiated.
Active pallbearers were Bob Sims, George Sims, Harry Wilford,
Jim Parson, Ashley Reed, Ernest Murphy and Gary Weatherspoon.
Honoray pallbearers were members of Bobby McClain's Sunday
School Class at Cuba Church of Christ. Burial was in Cuba Church of
Christ Cemetery.
Mr. Sims, 67, Cuba community, died Friday, May 16, 1997, at
12:50 p.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Norma McAlister Sims; one
daughter, Mrs. Susan Page, Fulton; one son, Robert Dale Sims,
Wingo; one stepson, Tim Brockwell, Huntsville, Ala.; four
grandchildren.

The funeral for Mrs. Phyllis K. House was Saturday at 2 p.m. at
Mount Horeb Free Will Baptist Church, Murray. The Rev. Lester Peoples officiated. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery with arrangements by Hamock Funeral Home, Paducah.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to American Cancer Society.
Mrs. House, 53, Indianapolis, Ind., died Tuesday, May 13, 1997, at
3:45 p.m. at her home.
Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Geneva Perry Kendall, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Erma Pack, one niece, Ericka Pack, and one nephew,
Gregory Pack, Indianapolis; one stepbrother, James B. Kendall, Detroit, Mich.; several aunts and uncles.

Finus Wyatt

,•••• •

Graveside rites for Finus Wyatt were Saturday at 11 a.m. at Wyatt
Cemetery, Kirksey. The Rev. Jim Alford officiated. Collier Funeral
Home of Benton was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Wyatt, 78, Dowing Road, Kirksey, died Saturday, May 10,
1997, at 5 a.m. at his home.
Survivors include two nieces, Ilene Johnson, Michigan, and Kathy
fvlilstead, Riverview, Mich.; three nephews, Author Grogg, Ecorse,
Mich., Fred Grogg, California, and Richard A. Grogg, Aiken, S.C.; 11
great-nieces and nephews.
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Pilot flies over region of
Earhart's disappearance
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) —
An American pilot flew over
Howland Island today and
dropped wreaths in memory of
aviation pioneer Amelia Earhart,
who disappeared in the Pacific
Ocean region 60 years ago.
Aviation enthusiast Linda
Finch said she dropped one
wreath to express her admiration
for Earhart, one from the mayor
of Atchison, Kan., Earhart's
home town, and one from the women's service organization Zonta,
to which Earhart belonged.
"I know how anxious I am to
be home, and I am sure Amelia
must have felt the same way,"
Finch said in a notice posted on
the Internet computer network.
Finch flew out of Oakland, Calif., on March 17, to retrace and
complete Earhart's last flight.
Earhart vanished with navigator Fred Noonan while trying to
become the first pilot to circumnavigate the globe at its widest
point, the equator.
Going east, Earhart had
traveled about 22,370 miles of
the 29,200-mile journey across
continents when she disap-

• ;:••;-"y:
.4
.1

peared. Finch has around 6,000
miles to go to complete her
journey.
Earhart's Lockheed Electra
10-E left Lae on July 2, 1937,
and never made its next landfall,
Howland Island in the centralsouth Pacific. At last report, Earhart was low on fuel. No trace
was found and Earhart's fate remains a mystery.
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Reduce the time it takes to rewind
as much as 60% with Echo's patented
New "Dual Fire Line" Trimmer Line!
Save with the coupon below.
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• Lightweight 8 5 lbs
• Powerful 130 mph max
air speed
• Quick easy starting

I

GT2000
• Lightweight. only 9.6 lbs.
• Pro-Fire Electronic Ignition
for easy starts
• Easy to use semi-auto
dual line cutting head

Gas Powered Hedge Cutter
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SAVE $2.00 on purchase I
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